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The One and All Club, that
atom--powered community club
on the outskirts of the city celebrated its nineteenth anniversary
Friday night, October 24, and the Vclume Twenty-One
Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday,
incident
amazed us. How any
Nov. 7, 1952
group of women with as much
Number Forty-Five
energy as they have can last 19
years at the
pace
they go is
something for the books. Led by
M.s. Robert Batts, a jet-propelled
president the women always have
swathing
boiling in the pot."
We mean that in more ways than
tem
If they're not out raising
meney to improve tpe clubhouse,
then they're always cooking up
a big meal to serve somebody
Last Friday they served up a big
The establishment of a City Park, following the meeting at the
meal for themselves as they do
The DemocTats in Fulton Count
each month as "family night" to City Hall Monday night, has taken the spotlight away from the elecy won the battle, but lost
the viccelebrate the
tory in Tuesday's election.
birthdays of the tion in Fulton today. Every man and woman in the city is concerned
Although the Democrats won
members occurring that month.
their battle
with the plan. Every organization is interested in seeing the job
to
give
the
Democratic ticket a majority'in
get
the county, they lost the
victory as a result of greater
You'd think they would get ex- done, yet as far as the News is able to learn, no definite plan of finRepublican strength in other
hausted -at the dozens of projects ancing the project has been made availab
parts of
the
State.
le.
they undertake, but they don't
The
.City
Counci
repres
The
l,
enting
all
the
people
Republ
, has shown great
ican party, and nearly 600
The just keep right on going and
Democrats for Eisenhower
In Fulton County shook the
with each birthday
celebration interest in the proposal, but awaits the wishes of the majority to profoundation of the bibraltar of
they seem to
Demogain more vigor. ceed. The City's position in the matter is that monies
cracy
in
Kentucky's First District when
to establish
Good luck and best wishes to all
1260 votes were cast for
such a park by the city must come from additional revenue-producGeneral Eisenhower. According
of you.
to the County Court clerk
there are
ing taxes or a revenue-producing bond. The latter'possibility is re672 registered Republicans
in Fulton County. The
Republican vote
Our Dertoit correspondent, Mrs. mote however since R. H. Johnston, Jr., of the Bankers Bond Co.,
cast
in
the
electio
n was the second largest ever
of
cast in the county.
Clyde Fields
was in io see us Louisville wrote James Warren, city attorn
The largest Republican vote
ey as follows:
ever cast on record in the
Thursday morning. She had never
clerk's office
"My
guess
was
would
in
be
1928
that it would be a general
met the folks in the News office
when the Republican electors
obligation
received 1366 votes. The
and we were as delighted to see would be most difficult for the bond, payable
through an inRepublicans had on the ticket for
president, Herbert Hoover and
her as she seemed to be to see us. City of Fulton to issue any type of crease in the tax rate on general
the
Democrats, Al Smith. Zhat year
We always welcome visits from revenue bonds on a swimming assessments. An analysis of the
the Democratic electors receiv
ed
3132 votes.
our correspondents so come in of- pool or park and payable solely proposed obligation as prepared
out of revenue
from same, or by the city attorney shows that a
ten, won't you.
Tom
Under
wood,
the
Demofrom any other charge such as bond in the amount of $157,000,
RepubLcan leaders
waged a
cratic candidate for the United
the increase in price of tickets to could be retired in 20 years with
States fared a little better than quiet campaign here. It was the
Maybe the judges, clerks and the baseball games
Democr
which
ats
an
increa
you
se
in
for
the
tax
rate
of
20
Eisenh
ower
did the Presidential candidates,
sheriff of the
who
election
know mentioned. I am afraid that the or 25 cents on each $100 of assesswere most
out-spoken in their
percentage-wise,
nothing about it, but if there is prudent bond
when
2608
buyer would look ment. The present tax rate is 75
Democratic votes were cast for activities.
any old-fashioned chivalry in at such a bond
with much dis- cents per $100.
Underwood and
their souls, they'd better resign favor and that
1131 for John
On the other
The $157,000 general obligation
Sherman Cooper, who won the crats, for the firsthand the Demofrom their jobs. The Constitution very, very difficu they would be
lt to sell, if at bond issue could bring in $10,67
time in many
electio
of the Commonwealth of
5
n
over
the State. Both years,
Ken- all.
maintained a full time
in monies each year. As calculatSenato
tucky says they'd better not be
rial
candid
ates visited in campaign headquarters and
"There is this one alternative— ed in the
work• analysis the
Fulton County
bonds
fighting men either, least ways if the good people
and both made ed long hours among the
of Fulton want- would begin maturing in Januar
voters.
visits among the voters in
with swords. Better not be stick- ed a project
y
Yoema
n work was done among
the
costing $150,000 and, 1955, with the first payme
city after their scheduled talks.
ing up for your best buddy either, for exampl
nt on
the railroad men in assisting them
e, voted $80,000 worth the principal in the
amount of
or they'll take that ballot away of bonds
to
cast
Govern
or
absentee ballots if they
Lawrence Wetherby
leaving a balance of $5,000 per year, and,
as the interfor sure.
• • • • •
also visited Fulton County in the were to be out of the city on elecest
rate
decrea
ses,
the payment
What we're talking about is the
interest of the Democratic ticket tion day.
Read the editori
General Dwight Eisenhower
back flap of the election ballot of today' News al on Page 2 on the principal would increase.
and pinch-hitted for Vice-Presis
conceraing the The analysis shows that the
Most interesting phase of
which says:
paydent Barkley in the traditional
City Park issue.
the
An Editorial
ments on the principal could be
•• • • • •
More than 57,000,000 persons went to the polls
election eve tour of the First Dis- voting in the five Fulton precincts
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
increased $1000 periodically.
Tuesday. More
was
in
the
3-A
trict. Governor Wetherby's visit
precinct, where
$70,000 to be raised
FLTLTON COUNTY
than 31,000,000 persons cast their vote for
through a
Jan. 1955
$.5000
General Dwight D.
here was well received, but it is balloting was done at King Motor
revenue bond issue, it might be
Per year
We, and each of us do solemnly
Compa
Eisenh
ny.
ower.
The
His
electio
voters,
doubtf
to
n
the Presidency of one of the greatest
ul whether he changed any
mostly resipossible for
the city to
sell
swear that we will support the
Jan. 1957
Democratic voters who had en- dents of West Fulton gave Stev6000
Nation's in the weld is the mandate of the
majority of the peopie
Constitution of the United States $35,000 worth of first lien revenue
enson 216 votes to
Per
year
thusias
tically
Eisenhower
, vehemently and
and we are satisfied that is as it should be. Genera
and the ConaUtution of this State, bonds to be underwritten by a
l Eisenhower, loudly campaigned for Eisen- 194. Tabulations in the five FulJan. 1961
bond house, and $35,
8000
or
ton precincts according to
and be faithful and true to time,
one
of
the
world'
hower.
g
best
known
Per
figures
year
comsecond lien bans
, undoubtedly was elected
*
• MI
plete,
itelduck7
1944
barbough* by*
According to long-time citizens lows: official return., ..re as fol'"'IM14941101111141941,49411.1lie.1reatpriate on tialx_sauds
.
long as we continue to'be citizens
413
Per
year
cif
The
the soinnity the inggrairgr
next proikeitints then
of a troubled worm iind has emerged as a world
thereof; that we will faithfully
•
•
•
•
leader who has
•
• • •
Republica!! candidate has had no
The annual payments of $9000
1. Steve:sot 163,• Ike 113
execute, to the best of our abiliwalked with Kings and never lost the commo
equal
would
in the past. 24 years. In
contin
ue until
n touch. Any forJanuary
ties, the offices of Judge, Clerk
2. Stevenson 246, Ike 110
1928, however, the interest was
eign leader and lowly GI will tell you that.
1974 when the
bond
matures.
and Sheriff of the General Eleceven keener for the Republicans
During the period an annual surParty loyalty and the support of an equally
tion according to law, and we do
3-A
Stevenson 216, like 194
great America, than in 1952, when the church
plus accrues, which would give
further severally solemnly swear
Adlai Stevenson, prompted us to seek the defeat
affilia
3.
tion
the
of
Al
issue
Smith
Steven
a
re-call
son 134, Ike 57
featur
was
of
a maGeneral
(or affirm) that since the adoptIn the research done on the city certain number of years. e after a
jor issue of the campaign, particuEisenhower.
ion of the present Constitution park plan With the City Clerk
4-A.
Stevenson 208, Ike 119
larly in the South which went alit
The bond issue if decided upon
But there is no need now to sulk in defeat. There is no
we, being citizens of this State, was learned that:
most solid for the
need
would increase the taxes per year
Republican
Shortly after the polls closed
have not fought a duel with dead1. The city has no outstanding like this:
to expect the worst because of that defeat. The Gene al
ticket,
at
five o'clock on Tuesday
f ught
ly weapons within this state, nor general obligation bonds.
residents
hard
and
we
believe
of
$1000
sincere
Fulton
ly
to attain the high office of Presiand South Fulton tuned
out of it with a
citizen of this
2. The City is on a strictly cash
Kennerney Gets Three in on the balloti
5000
State, nor have we or either of us basis.
dent of the United States so that he could see us living in
ng from
Kena hap10,000
tucky
and
$25.00
sent or accepted a challenge to
Tennessee and the NaWrite-In-Votes
3. The parking meters
pier, more peaceful, more prosperous world. That was
tion.
his
hi
proour
fight a duel with deadly weapons about $1000 per month. bring in
In the analysis of the $157,000
neighboaing city
For President
South Fulton Democrats interesof
mise and only the support of all Americans can make his prowith a citizen of this State; nor
4. The city's three largest tax- general obligation bond issue is
ted
in
Eisenh
have we acted as second in carry- payers and
ower
some
revenu
were as plentie derived from the
Three
mise come true.
write-in
votes for ful as
I ."
their assessments are:
on
the
ing a challenge, or aided or assist- Southe
pool
Kentuc
and
ky
a
Presid
small
ent were thrown out in
surcharge .on
side. A
rn Bell Telephonag $134,We disagreed with the General on his campaign tactics and
ed any person thus offending; SO
baseball receipts would bring in
the counting at Hickman on vigorous battle was also waged
• • • • •
in the 16th Magisterial Distric
often
HELP US GOD.
said
approx
so.
But
we
imatel
Tuesda
never
lost
y
$8000
sight
y.
They
t of
per
of the greatness of the man
year.
were cast for
r. •
The citizens of Harlan, Ky., This money would
Jack Kennerney for President Tennessee by Democrats
be
who
who was head of SHEAF, NATO and who commanded the Norapproved a $100,000 playground suggested, as follow used, it was
gave
Stevenson about the same
and a litUe investgating found
s:
bond issue In Tuesday's elecmandy invasion.
that the would-be candidate for majority as did the voters on the
Pool
tion by 158 votes more than-the
Kentuc
ky side, 2 to 1.
He is now the President-Elect of the United States. It is time
For three and one-half months
President is a very
popular
required two-thirds majority.
Part of coach's salary, 2 helpvisitor
to
Fulton
.
to put aside the bitterness of the campaign and wish Ike GodDemocrats, in an election postThe 20-year bonds will add to ers, three life
guards $1907.50
Mr. Kennerney travels Fulton mortem, weich
was held at the
speed in the task of administering the most difficult fob in the
A mobile
museum of Robert Huff Memorial Park a new
for a well known distillery and News office
Grounds
all day Wednesday,
Ripley's Collection of "Believe It a rimming pool, football staSuperintendent
is a grand-son of "Cap" Ken- cited the active
world.
($2400
anor Not" oddities and art objects dium, softball and baseball flua
and apartment), two helpnerney, one of Kentucky's best Truman in the participation of
campaign as the
'will be presented in Fulton, for fields, and tennis courts.
ers,000. A -general obligation
known and loved political fi- principal factor
•
•
•
•
•
one day only, on
Wednesday,
boncrtif the ty'pe analyzed above
gures. "Cap" was at one time defeat here, and for Stevenson's
TIGHT SQUEEZE!
778
assessment, taxes $1010.83.
(Nov. 12th.) by the Navy Club of
must Be voted by the people at a
head of the Kennerney Detect- Nation. Trumaneleswhere in the
's
Kentucky Utilities, $116,746 as- general election and
whistlestop
Along with everything else this ive Agenc
the U. S. A.
must pass
y and although he is campaign, not nearly so
sessme
nt,
week,
The exhibit is mounted on
effective
taxes $875.60.
the News' football editor now retired, the
by a two-thirds majority of the
a
agency still as it was in his own 1948 camIllinois Central, $98.433.00 as- voters praticipating. If agreed
special built trailer, which is one
reported a "tight squeeze" among bears his
upname.
paign, greatly cut down Steven
Pretty
little
Rita
Krame
r,
vivathe
of six on the third year of a na- sessment, taxes $738.25.
three
winnin
g contestants in
on the bond could be voted next
Mr. Kennerney, the presiden- son's vote. Local
cious brunette daughter of Mr. last week's football
voters
tional tour. Each unit carries a
were
5. There is about $24,000 in the year.
score-guess- tial candidate, though
well greatly influenced, either for or
and Mrs. Theodore Kramer was ing contest. All three
different collection of items and general fund, used
winners knu vn here, could not be reach- agains
to keep the
t Stevenson
selected as Cub Scout queen at picked
because
only one unit is shown In a city city on a sound
thirteen out of fourteen ed for comment
financial basis
through his Truman it was believed. The of
the annual Cub Scout Carnival games correctly.
each year. This will be the second from which salaries,
Kofriend
s
on
utilities, genthe
type
of
campag
rean
in
held
war,
at
the school last week. Rita
which Eisenhower has
to be exhibited in Fulton and the eral repairs, and other
First-prize winner
with one he conducted. Two of the votes promis
inciden
tals
won
ed
over
to
a
end, was a tremendgroup of the city's miss and a point difference of 218
collection will include authentic are paid. To use this
were cast in the
for any other
Courthouse ous influencing factor to his
loveliest lassies. Her attendants was Evelyn Peterson.
replicas of the world's
crefamous purpose would put the city on a
Second - precinct in Hickman and one at dit, in
are:
Nancy
view
Bushar
of
the tremendous int,
diamonds, such as the Hope, the basis of operat
daught
er of place went to Felix Gossum, Jr., Roper's Store
Could
ing ,month
in that city.
to popula the City of Fulton, by Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bushart and and with
terest
manife
st
by
Cullinan, the
the
womenPasha, the Kohi- month. The
247
r
subscription,
points
third to
raise Sandra Willia
fund is unusually
folks in this year's election.
ms,
daughter of Gene Smott, Dresden, Tenn, who
noor, and the Star of India. In large at this time
since the City enough money to build a swim- Mrs. Fanny Williams.
Meng
el
L
a
ne
addition to this spectacular dis- has just made
GOPe
scored
ming
rs
251.
pool Some think so, some
The battle, Democrat leaders
its largest tax colRita succeeds Betty McDade,
play, there are many curious it- lections.
Not among the prize winners
think not.
Poll The Leastest
said, was all the more intense
and will reign over all Cub Scout but deserving of
beems from faraway
Assumi
ng
lands with
that
mention
a pool could be
6. Monies used from the sale
with
cause of the departure from the
With Mostest
activities for the coming year.
strange customs, like the soul- of water
a 12-out-of-14 average were Guy
party
is used to retire the built for $55,000, maybe less, and
of
long-t
ime
Democrats
Cubmaster Nelson Tripp and all Upton, Jr., and Mary
catcher, an Eskimo drinking cup $200,000 water
Something went wrong at who transferred to
Louise Goaworks bond, which that persons residing in the city the Cub leaders are
the Republihighly pleas- sum; the 11-out-of-14 grOup in- Mengel Lane on electio
and a shrunken human head from is a revenue-prod
n day can campaign.
ucing bond and and environs amounted to a total ed over the success of
Ecuador.
the Carni- cluded Jack Moore, Johnny Lan- That little precinct nestled
such monies must be designated of 5100 that would mean an indion
Each item is selected from the for the payment
vidual donations of about $10.75 val and wish to thank the mer- caster of Dyersburg, Chip Rob- the rim of the county has the
of the bond.
chants
,
busine
ss
men
unusual
and parents erts, Jasper Vowel], J. M. Martin largest Republican registr
assortment of strange
for every man woman and child
ation
things which Mr. Ripley spared
in the City of Fulton. This does for their cooperation in putting and James Henson, Wingo.
of any precinct in the county,
no effort or expense to unearth Real Estate Transfers
The multitude of other "also- yet its vote for the Republican
not include the residents of South the event over.
Prize
winnin
g
den
was
during his endless explorations of Figu
Mrs.
rans"
W.
Fulton
included scorers who man- party was insignificant as relatof whom are very
re in Week's News interes,tedmany
The Junior Follies, each
all parts of the world. Many are
in participating in a P. Burnette's Den Two, and the aged 10 out 14 . . down to six.
ed to the other precincts with
year
Den Mother and the boys each
one of the most eagerly
relics and collector's items, such
Dr. R. V. Putnam, Jr., local op- City Park project.
There's a new crop of scores less Republican registration.
anticireceived a prize for selling the this week, so sharpe
pated events of all at Fulton
as the Iron Cross that formed in tometrist, who is building a new,
Mengel
n your pencil
Lane has 157 registHigh,
most tickets of any den in the and look 'em over
the heart of a tree, the world's one-story brick-veneer ranch type Carm
ered Republicans and nearly will be held on Tuesday, Novemnow!
en Pigue Named
Pack. They will also be treated
largest women's shoes, the magic home on the Union City Highway,
300 Democrats, yet the vote ber 11 at 7:45 p. m.
at a theatre party later as a reThe follies are staged each
Queen's Attendant
rattle of a medicine man, the is expecteing to move into
Tueesday night stood like this:
his
Jimmy Whiinel
sult of winning the prize.
as a money-raising project year
medieval torture instrument call- new home by Christmas. Dr. Putof the
Steven
Miss Carmen Pigue, attractive
son
84
Billy
Burnette was the first On Honor Roll
junior class and with each
ed the "Spike Crown" the Hopi- nam has sold the house he now daughter
year
Eisenhower
of Mr. and Mrs. B. J. prize winner of the Cube
zo
the
event
Indian
gets
in the
rain-maker and
Cadet JIMTTIV Whitnel, son of
bigger and better.
many occupies on Carr
Street to his Pigue, and former Fulton
Underwood
High
ticket
77
sales:
This
Don
year
Burnet
a
others.
te
was Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Whitnel of
father and Fred Brady has bought Student, has been
delightful
Merry
Cooper
..
chosen No. 2 second and Tommy Fields of Den Wingo,
18
Widow waltz will be part of
Location of the showing will be the two story house on the corner attend
was listed on the honor
the
Gregory
ant to the Kentuckian Six was third. The
83
program as will
on Lake Street and the exhibit of Carr Street and Coenmercial Beauty
Cubs broke roll for the first month at Castle
other acts of
Lake
Queen at the University all records this year in
14
dancin
g,
will be open from Ten A. M. to Avenue from R. V. Putnam, Sr.
ticket
singin
Height
g
s
and
Militar
special acts.
y
Academy in
of Kentucky. Her picture appear- sales.
Mrs. M. W. Haws has
Nine P. M. Teachers are invited
Lebanon, Tenn.
Much progress has been made ed with the attendants
been
Billy Mott Jones, son. of Mr. rehearsing
and Queen
to bring clams@ at any time dur- In the erection of the business in
a
first
rate
chorus foe
Sunday's issue of the Courierand Mrs. Billy Jones of this city, the
Jack Walters arrived last Frioccasi
ing theme bout.. No admission is house owned by the
on,
which
Thoma
Sublet
s
will
te,
assist
Jack Thorpe, is now stationed at San Diego,
Graham Journal. This is the 2nd year that
in
day morning from Fairbanks, Johnny Hyland, studen
the presentation of a
charged, although voluntary do- Brothers on Main Street,
patriotic
ts at Mur- Calif. His address:
next Carmen has been chosen attend- Alaska
Billy Mott skit at the end of the
for an extended Walt with ray State College, spent the
nations will be accepted.
door to Jackson's Pharmacy.
progra
m.
week Jones, Co. 52-0804; USNTC: San
ant.
his mother, Mrs. M. IL Schmidt. end with their
Put the Junior' Follies on your
parents
Diego 33, Calif.
"must" list for next week.
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All We Need
Is Cash

NEXT PRESIDENT

County Wins Battle

CITY OF FULTON
ON SOUND BASIS

RIPLEY'S CARAVAN
TO BE SHOWN HERE

PRETTY LITTLE RITA
IS SCOUT'S QUEEN

$10.75 GIFT FROM
EVERY PERSON!

JUNIOR FOLLIES ARE
BETTER THAN EVER
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There's No Doubt That Park isr_Wanted by
Local Citizens; Plan Is To Seek Funds
There were nearly 300 people assembled
at the City Hall on Monday night of this week
with a common interest in their hearts and
minds . . . a recreational park for Fulton
beautiful swimming
with a
pool on the
grounds. It was an old-fashioned Town Hall
Meeting, where free men spoke freely of their
dreams for progress for our little city.
There was no doubt anywhere in the
room that a park was needed. There was no
doubt either that a park was wanted!
The older citizens there could envision a
recreational area where their children and
their children's children could go on pretty
afternoons for a picnic, for a barbecued dinner over an open fire, for swings and see-saws
for the youngsters
somewhere on the
and
grounds a swimming pool where all could take
a dip on the hot summer days.
The younger generation, and especially
the up and coming young businessmen of the city could see it as a motion toward progress,
as an adjunct to their program for attracting
industry to the city. They could see it as a project to work on and keep up their enthusiasm
for getting things done for Fulton, thus eliminating the necessity of their leaving their
homes for greener pastures and more attractive cities in which to live.
But with it all there was a problem to be
faced by all of us. How could the project be
financed?
We've talked to dozens of people-since
Monday night about the park. We purposely
selected persons from all walks of life to get
their views on the proposal. We'd like for you
to know some GE the thinking being done by
our citizens that we hope will help to guide
the members of the Park Commission when
they meet with the City Council on Monday
night, November 17.
A fellow who works for a salary and who
is the head of a family of three persons would
like very much to feel that he has contributed
to the establishment of a park. He owns no
real property in the city, a car maybe, and
thus would not be affected if a general property tax were levied to finance a general obligation bond, if one could be floated by the
City. He says that he could he:p pay the bill
if these things might be done:
I. Levy a general sales tax.
The legality of this measure could be investigated by the Council.
Whether or not
fourth class cities can pass such legislation is
a matter to be investigated. It would be an
overall tax, yet painless way for all the people to participate. Whether it would be popular is another matter.
2. A payroll tax. This measure might be
difficult to legislate
since it would necessitate collection by the employer and whether
or not the large payrolls
(Illinois Central)
would partic.pate is a Matter to be investigated.
3. A small levy on the water bill each
month. There are 1200 meters in the City of
Fulton and about 100 water purchasers in the
Highlands. The people in Riceville have their
own wells and do not purchase city water,
thus eliminating them from this source of revenue.
4. To increase the city auto tax. This levy
now brings in about $4000 annually. Any increase would be based on about 800 cars being assessed.
These are just a small number of the revenue-producing items for all or most of the
people that might be designated to pay off a
general obligation bond to build any or part
of the recreational area.
Other sources can be studied, but would
be derived from sources of a more individual
nature. For instance:
1. James Warren, city attorney said that
an additional tax levy of 20 or 25 cents per
hundred dollars of city
assessment
would
bring in enough to pay for the installations as
designated by the survey. The city assessment
is somewhat above $4,000,000. This would put
the major share of the burden on the property
owners, and eliminate the citizen who lives
and works in Fulton but does not own real
property.
2. A general privilege license tax for all
professional men, manufacturing concerns and
retail and wholesale business establishments.
A survey made by the city several years ago
revealed that this would bring in about $12,500
—
—
— — —
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FUNERAL HOME
408 EDDINGS STREET

3. A fund raised by popular subscription.
This would probebly reach ettery citizen in
Fulton, but whether or not the amount needed.to build a pool and other installations could
be collected is a question- that only the barometer of enthusiasm can determine.

For Ambulance Service Day or Night

Phone

He was right of course. If getting a park
that we want means extra taxes, extra work,
some privations and sacrifices then we must
face them and in the result have an addition
to the city to which all of us will point with
pride. The C.ty Council is a representation
of the people, they can only proceed if they
know what the people want.
And we are sure they do want a park and
especially . . . . most especially a swimming
pool.

Seromnette of the Week - CAN you ANSWER THESE IMPORTANT
QUESTIONS?
By J. Edgar Hoover, Director, Federal
Bureau of Investigation.
CRIME IS a problem to be met and solved
in each city, town, and hamlet. In facing this
task one thing is certain — in those communities where public opinion is aroused, crime is
at es minimum.
In such communities, crime has not beccme entrenched, it does not enjoy unholy alliances with those in public office, it does not
have the protection of the very forces who
have sworn duty to exterminate it and it is
unable to secure recruits from established incubators of crime.
Law enforcement is only as effective as
the citizens demand. If the community, as a
group or as individuals, does not desire effective law enforcement, then there will not
be effective law enforcement.
THE ULTIMATE RESPONSIBILITY for
a crime-free community rests at home—with
the citizens of the community
itself—when
they assume their responsibility.
The American people, if they desire competent, efficient, and effective administration
of justice, must he willing to provide financial
means; meral support; and a practical realization of the responsibilities of citizenship.
The people of each community need to
seek answers to such questions as: What has
happened to the important cases which were
in the newspaper handlines a few months ago?
Were they vigorously prosecuted or were the
felons allowed delay after delay while witnesses disappeared, and the final court room
scene became a mere mockery of the law?
Did the criminal in a serious crime get off
easier than some wayward youth who stole a
car or burglarized a store while hungry?
Are the
operators of vice dens excused
from prosecution by paying a mere fine which
amounts to traffic in human flesh?
Do public officials live
beyond
their
means?
If vice conditions exist, who is responsible? Are there alliances between the beneficiaries of crime and officialdom?
IF THERE ARE, a few
aroused citizens
can accomplish more than the enactment of,
new legislation.
The underworld cannot stand exposure.
One vigorous crusading newspaper which does
not pull its punches can do more to build up
a will to enforce existing laws than the enactment of new laws which shift responsibility
from local authorities and provide an alibi for
their failure.
I am the way, the truth, and the life —
Christ Jesus.
Truth brings the elements of liberty.—
Mary Baker Eddy.
A truth that disheartens beceese it is true
is of far more value than the most stimelating
of falsehoods.—Maeterlinck.
What we have in us of the image of God
is the love of truth and justice—Demosthenes.
Christianity knows no truth which is not
the child of love and the parent of duty. —
Phillips Brooks.

88 -<--c Phone

Contract Funeral Keine foe and Member of
Kentucky Funeral DIrecterse Burial Association, 1ne.

Summing up the situation is the remark
made by a young man around town who said:
"Other c.ties have done it and so can we. If
progress means going in debt then let's get in
debt and pay it off, but above all let's get a
park." This view, we believe is uppermost in
the minds of most people, but whether it will
meet with the popular approval of the majority of the people is a thing that only time and
d.scussion can tell.
The News of course, endorses
wholeheartedly the park and recreation area plan.
We hope that the committee that will meet
with the City
Council can work out a plan
whereby in the very near future can bring about the realization of this happy dream. Mr.
Joe Davis summed up the views of all at the
meeting, and many of those who were not
when he said: "We cannot just wish for a park
and hope that it will come our way. We must
go out and work for the park and in that way
1T WILL COME OUR way."
Mr. Davis, in
well chosen and enthusiastic words cited the
activities of other cities and even local projects and said: "Whatever we want that it
worthwhile is worth paying for and we must
realize that if we get a park, we've got to pay
for it."
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a year. This would place the burden of the tax
load on the businessman.

Published Every Friday Of The Year,
There is. .. nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.

STRICTLY._ BUSINESS

Ark LEVISION
FOR ALL'ROUND
FAMILY ENJOYMENT

"You realize, of course, that this act of aggression
will be
reported to the United Na 'bons!"

We stock only the latest models!
WESTINGHOUSE - ADMIRAL - PHILCO
MOTOROLA - RCA
Boosters, aerials, parts, etc on hand for complete installation
and maintenance.
—YOUR TELEVISION HEADQUARTERS—

ROPER RADIO SERVICE

From The Files:

324 Walnut Street

`igougsag Rac4
25 YEARS AGO( Nov. 18, 1987):
Hayden Donoho, well-known
farmer, was
painfully injured
Saturday afternoon when he was
struck by a car. The accident occurred near the Pat Smith Furniture Store. Local physicians stated that he was not seriously hurt,
as the wheels did not pass over
him.
Miss Iva Williams, daughter of
Bud Williams, died Saturday at
noon at her home east of town.
The young lady was ill and about
4 o'clock Saturday morning she
became worse and went to the
medicine cabinet to get a dose of
medicine. It was thought that
she took deadly poison by mistake, but she
was not able to
make any statement.
Funeral services were held at
the Old Bethel
cemetery, with
the Rev. A. B. Ross in charge of
the services.
The,decayed is survived by her
fatheil and Elinteral brothers and
sisters.
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School, one mile south of Duke
dom, Friday night, November 18,
1927.

The Ladies' Club of
North
Weakley met November 10, at
the residence of Mrs. J. T. Clements, with twelve members and
three visitors present. After reading a lesson from the
scripture
and a short prayer by Mrs. A. C
Orr, the minutes of the last meeting were read by the secretary,
Mrs. Elywn Coffman, and approved. An article was read by Mrs
Clement, on "Club Organization"
The name "Welfare
Workers"
was adopted unanimously for the
name of their club.
The meeting adjourned to meet
with Mrs. P. P. Ridgeway in December.

The Ukulele Girls of Fulton
High school were invited to South
Fulton for their chapel program
Wednesday.

Deward Vaughn and Joe Gates
were surprised
and delighted
Saturday at noon when they came
home and found a delicious feast
and a large birthday cake in the
center of a long dining table. The
delicious meal was prepared by
their wives,
Mrs. Vaughn and
Mrs. Gates.
The guest list included: Mr.
ad Mrs. W. C. Porter, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Gates and daughter, Altie B., Mr. and
Mrs.
Deward
Vaughn and daughter, Aileen.

Mrs. E M. Patterson, formerly
a resident Of Fulton, died Monday
morning at 7:40 o'clock at the
home of Judge and Mrs.
Gus
Thomas in Frankfort, Ky. She
was a sister-in-law of Mrs. Ella
Anderson of Maple Avenue. The
funeral and burial services were
held in Frankfort.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy McClure are
the proud parents of a baby boy,
Richard Dale, born
Sunday at
their home on Valley Street.
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Made of Vat-dyed and Sanforized Army
Twill—as tough as they come! Seat seam
is DOUBLE-STITCHED; all points of
strain are bar-tacked with heavy-duty
Khaki thread; special waist band (can't
shrink); six "tunnel" belt loops PLUS
re-inforced back center loop. A great
value at this Lou' price--examose a bar!

$4.25
"They mate good
—or we do!"
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MILLER BROS.
HOUSTON, TEXAS
MANUFACTURERS
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HALL-WOOTEN CLOTHING COMPANY
414 LAKE STREET

FULTON

Bids will be received by the
City of Fulton for a contract to
slaughter and inspect meats for
a two-year period. Bids to be filled on or before November 18,
1927, by the City Clerk.

There will be an Old Time Fiddlers' Contest at
Welch
High
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There will be an Old Fiddlers'
Radio
Program at the Crutchfield High School, tonight, Friday, November 18, 1927.

The high school girls and boys'
basketball team of Fulgham played a rather interesting game with
the Water Valley girls and boys'
teams. The Water Valley girls
beat by the score of 17 to 0. The
Fulgham boys won by 27 to 12.

Mrs. Charles A. Karmire
of
Shelbyville,
Ind., died at her
home last week.
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Dick Oberlin:

(Neishals
This is the story of an idea that
has a faint chance of becoming a
part of our national ethics and,
if it does, of elevating at least a
little bit the squalidly low level
of our political campaigning.
It started on the spur of the
moment on one of those
radio
round-table programs about two
weeks before the election.
This program, "TherMoral Side
of the News", features two ministers, a priest and a
rabbi in a
plain, old-fashioned bull session.
They discuss from every possible
moral and ethical stand-point the
most lively news
stories Of the
day.
The men were
discussing the
mud-slinging, horrible twisting
and torturing of. facts, the innuendo and
vituperation of the
campaign
when
suddenly the
moderator got an idea.
The moderator is Harry Schacter, known throughout Kentucky
for his wink a few years ago with
The Cemtfiittee for Kentucky.
He said, in effect, "If the campaigning is so immoral, so bad,
why don't you
gentlemen
do
something about it? Why don't
you draw up a code of ethics, a
standard of fair practcies for anyone running for public
office,
then, through public opinion, persuade candidates to run on their
records, or their plans — instead
of slinging mud."
.

c44e4oalsooti

The proposal
was a complete
bomb-shell. But it was exciting,
too. Schacter's idea occurred to
him only two minutes before the
program was off the air, so after
it ended, the men at around and
discussed pro's and con's for a
long time.
The first, concrete steps have
been taken to make a spur-of-themoment idea a fact of our political life.
Harry Schaefer is asking 20 or
so people nationalb, prominent in
many fields to prepare what they
consider a code of fair practices
for candidates for office. These
will be submitted to the ministers, priest and the rabbi, and out
of it they hope to distill a simple
code for honest campaigning.
None of the men
involved in
this undertaking has any delusions. They all know that "honest
election
co
tees," and "fair
vote count cominittees" have not
prevented the
voting of tomb
stones, have only
curbed, have
not killed "floaters"
who drift
from one precinct to another casting one ballot after another.
But, as one of them
put it,
"Maybe we can get a nation-wide
organization that will have some
Impact on elections. If we can
make campaigns 98 per cent mudslinging of a hundred per cent
even, that will be some improvement."

A Big Job Done...
A Big Job to Do
After the harvest,comes work and planto make next year's crops bigger and
better. We in the Telephone Company are
working and planning, too, for another
big crop otsural telephones.
In the past six years, rural telephones
have more than tripled in the area served
by Southern BelL And the service is faster
and better.
There's still a big job to do—one that
takes a lot of money, materials, experience
and time ...but you can depend on us to
keep k moving.
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cApt Tom L. Gibson. Friars Point.
Miss
"WHAT WILL YOUR CHURCH the free enterpri
POST RESIGNED
se system, the
DO FOR ME"
slavery of
Conimissioner of
despotism will cerRevenue H.
The question was asked me the tainly take over.
Clyde ReeVes resigned his post—
other day of what the church can
effective November 15 — to acToday the last
stronghold of
do for a fellow. It was asked in free enterpri
cept a position with a Chicago
se and the last hope
a very cynical- way and I felt that of
Insurance Company. Reeves first
organized
labor,
is in the
the fellow was just looking for an United States
came with the State Government
and Canada.
argument and my reply was that
In 1936, became Comthiss,oner of
If the right to authority, and to
I did not think the church could challenge those
Revenue in 1939, relinquished the
whom they emany
do
post in 1942 when he
thing
for
him.
entered
ploy is taken away from industry,
I did have this to say though, then free enterpri
military service. He returned
se goes down.
that as a rule which worked about
again to the post in 1948 under
99 per cent of the time, that those
Gov. Earle Clements.
GIBBON'S ROME
who attended a church of some
kind and who followed the preIt would not be a bad idea to
HEARING CONTINUED
cepts
were the best citizens and have Gibbon's Rome studied in
The Public Service Commission
the
our
people
high schools for a decade or
I
had
confide
nce in, in
continued
until
November 25
a business and in a social world. two.
further hearings on the applicaWhen did you ever hear of a
It tells of things
happening
tion of the Southern Belle Telechurch worker going to jail or there that are happening here in
phone and Tlegraph Company for
being shot in
some
drunken this country, this modern nation
a $2,580,000 annual raise in rates
brawl. When I meet a fellow who of our own. It tells of what took
—fifth since the close of World
Mrs. Barbara Anderson
is associated with a church, I im- place 'a little before the nation
Norman Dello Polo
War II — to meet added operatmediately have more respect for went down althogether.
ing costs. A number of cities have
A new play by Barbara Ander- she has been writing
for the last him and feel he is above the averFor instance? Does this sound
protested the increase as not be- son, well known Louisville
novel- two years, revolves around Lin- age.
like today or not? "Then came the
ing justified.
ist, will be produced in Louisville coln's close
association
In
with
those
increase
yesterdays I knew
of political pressure of
next June, with members of the Kentucky, not
only his birth here!when a boy, out in the western all kinds for armament but
WARNING ISSUED
a
chorus and ballet selected from and his marriag
e to Mary Todd stats, the
blind
disregar
towns
that had no
d for the destructA warning has been issued by colleges and high
schools
in of Lexington, but with his visit church influence- were
ive
element
s
the
building
roughup on the
Kentucky's two fiscal
officers Kentucky and Southern Indiana, to Louisville in 1841 and his sub- est kind of places
where "Sam inside of the emprie." Billions upCommissioner of
Revenue
H. and leading roles played by stars sequent reliance upon Kentucky Colt's equalizer" was
on
billions
the
spent
law
on
I
war tools
Clyde Reeves and Commissioner from Hollywood and New York. in the Civil
War.
will promise you they were hard (which we are afraid to use) and
of Finance Clifford R. Barnes — The title of the
play is "KenThe musical score is being sup- towns to live in, with but
little corruption in government and
that Kentucky's
general fund tucky's Lincoln."
plied by Norman Dello Joio, one general
satisfaction of fairness Communists bobbing up in all debudget voted by the last General
Assurance of an elaborate.pro- of America's finest young com- and good fellowsh
partments of the nation.
ip.
Assembly may undergo a dewn- duction was contain
posers whose compositions have
ed
While in towns where they did
"While Constantine
through
ward revision if revenue collec- nouncement Monday in the an- been
performed by the Country's have church
that ample
his
liberality excited the applause
influence we had
funds already have been obtain- greatest orchestras. The score for reasonable
of
the
government and life
MIMES, he received
the
ed by University Festival, Inc., "Kentucky's
Lincoln" includes had a value.
curses of posterity" This reminds
an organization composed of cor- use of soloists, chorus, ballet
Yes I am for churcties and the one of the ten tons of gold shipand
porations, private
citizens and orchestra.
person who does not affiliate him- ped to Italy a while
back and
the University of Louisville for
"Kentucky's Lincoln" will play self with one, is missing the bet- other similar moves.
Of some
the purpose of supervising and nightly
thirty or more hospitals costing
at Iroquois Amphitheatre, ter things that life has to offer.
f'!lancing the play.
in Louisville's
around 2 million each, all over
Iroquois
Park,
Mrs. Anderson's play,
THAT TAFT HARTLEY LAW the world built at your and my
which from June 15 through July 5.
expense.
Of all the people who criticize
tions continue a trend that began area.
"There
desire for
the Taft Hartley law, I wonder excitem was a mad
during September.
ent which led to all kinds
Officers of the Company are E. how many have ever looked it
General fund receipts for the
of extravagances and finally enfirst three months of the present L. Newton, Owensboro, president; over. To me, it is a protection to gulfed the empire and destroy
ed
fiscal year showed an over-all de- G. A. Dempewolf, Henderson, the union man himself but it is it."
rather hard on the labor leaders
cline of 11.2 per cent under esti- vice president, and
We
have
just
issued a bulletin
former
At- and those over lords in the
mated income for the period— torney
graft on why the women in a certain
General
A. E. Funk, kingdoms.
and the appropriation bill voted Frankfort, secretar
South
America
n
country lacked
y - treasurer.
The latter, are bent on throttby the last General Assembly was Kentucky owns
vitamins. We had experts in the
the river to the ling free enterprise and
predicated on full
breaking country for 3 years finding
collection of north shore by inheritance from the
out
authority of discipline, which "what
estimates.
lacked".
Virginia. In addition to the one- in turn will
break any desire of
Does this bring to mind some
eighth royalty the State receives industrialists
to develop more in- of the extrava
OFFICERS CHOSEN
$20-a year on each unit of opera- dustry.
gances in your social security?
The State Tuberculosis Sana- ation, until it is drilled.
"It was artfully
If labor is able to break down
conceiv
toria Commission re-elected
ed that in the enjoyment
E.
Murphy Josey, Franfort, as its
—Stook
president and chase Dr. Fault S. —tio TO CHURCH SUNDAY— Most Complete
In West Kentucky
Troyer, Madisonville, secretary.
You
Other members of the group are
Dr. Oscar 0. Miller, Louisville;
W. W. Owsley, eynthiana and
3 Commissioner of Welfare Luther Lending Brands in Popular, ReliT. Goheen, the latter an ex-offi- gious, Hillbilly,'Rhythm, Blues.
I'cio member.
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PAYMENTS RISE
205 Commercial
Commissioner of Economics Security Vego E. Barnes announced
that average payments to public;
assistance
recipients had risen,'
while the number on the state's
charity rolls had shown a substantial decline in the past month.
Larger checks were ;made possible by a $5,600,000 additional federal grant.
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of Wady, the Romans should
lose their memory of freedom."
A lot of
pepole think they get
something for nothing and don't
they go hog wild abotA it?

MARTIN.SENOlik

dicer &Pod

Need New Safety Glass?
LET US REPLACE IT

ENAMEL

Telephone or come in for prompt,
expert service. We carry complete
stocks of Pittsburgh Safety Glass
parts and body hardware.

rilrati FOR ALL FLOORS

Fulton Paint & Glass Co.

Noe,/ elvty I Ewe' interiors end
eiderfeesl Dries FAST! Rob:Ant'fess. Renews cad weTali•• rrisigh w•ar
INA de“ sobers end ligistier
foam

Exchange Furniture Co.
207 Church

ILI000RS

44i Lake Street

Phone 35

210 Church St.

Phone 900

``k4144i,
Kentucky's Favorite!
HOTEL

SEELBACH
In the Heart of Louisville

Our Food Is Good, Too! •
SEELBACH COFFEE SHOP

Phone 1.32

Open All Night

Like your travel with a JOYOUS THRILL?
E HAVE NEWS for a lot of folks who
want more fun from driving than they

W

get from their present cars.
There's a trim bundle of eager high-p
owered
energy that's just the ticket for
you—a
spirited automobile that can give you
thrill
after joyous thrill,for mile after fleetin
g mile.
Why not come in and try the Buick
we have

die

.

Wade is learning under experienced instructors, spending about

dM ;

RIVER LEASED
The State Property and Buildings Commission has leased 150
miles of the lower Ohio River
from Lock and Darn No. 45 in
Breckinridge County to Lock 50
in Crittenden County to the Ohio
River'Oil Company, Frankfort, in
return for one-eighth royalty on
all oil
production
within the

V

,

half of his time on practical work
in modern, well-equipped laboratories. He
lives in
approved
quarters and is able to get wholesome, low-cost
meals in the
Cecil L. Wade, 22, the son of school's cafteria.
Mr. Roy R. Wade, Route 4, Hickman, Kentucky, recently began a
The first
steamboat to reach
training program in
Television,
Radio and Electronics at De For- Lou:sville from New Orleans was
est's Training, Inc., one of the the Enterprise. She made the trip
largest and best known training in 1815.
organizations of its kind in the
nation.

CONTRACTS AWARDED
The State
Highway Department awarded road improvement
contracts totaling
$1,410,590 to
cover fifty
miles of
roads in
Bracken, Estill, Powell, Fulton,
Henderson,
Nicholas, Rowan,
Daviess, Hardin, Owen and Russell Counties.
CAPITAL ROUNDUP

I,

MIL L. WADE IN
TELEVISION COURSE

CITY ELECTRIC
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in mind?
'
The excitement starts with your first
look at
it, your first sitting in it, your first fingeri
ng
of its slender wheel.
dip

Prompt repair service on ANY
make of radio at City Electric!
Large stocks of tubes, transformers, speakers and other essential parts ab rays on hand.
Bring us your radios to be repaired.

But wait till Dynaflow Drive* begins workits magic—and its constant and comple
te
smoothness fills you with never-ending
wonder.
Wait till you feel the bubbling exuber
ance

of taking your filet hill with a high-compres
sion Fireball 8 Engine doing the honors
.
That's when you get a man-sized sampling
of the tremendously able and instantly
responsive power you command here.
Wait till you feel the serene satisfaction of
skimming over rough roads, cobbles or
ridged crossings. That's when you know,
better than words can tell, what a million
dollars' worth of ride engineering can do in
the way of magnificent comfort.

BOB

How about coming in this week
sampling of this joyous travel?

Sure is true for 52
wHF:ts1 13E.1 10,i'

But—why wait?
There's a Buick that can do all this — and
more, far more — all ready for you to try it.

mint

every

fourth Tuesday.

MOTOR COMPANY

224-228 Fourth Street

for a mil

Egriipmens, accessories, tries sod mask are raiikra
to change wohost notice. *Standard as lkoadessagetto
optional at extra cost on other Serodif. "Optima•
extra cost on Roadmaster and Soper cally.

Wait till you jockey into a real tight parking
space and note the fun and ease that Power
Steering** brings to a once-tough job.

Two greot television events. The TV Football Game of the Week
every Saturday ond Buick Circus Hour
ITY ELECTRIC'
:
(CALE':
JR.VICE
•

And listen: If you cars afford 4 itew age,PS
can affords Beak.

Fulton, Kentucky
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Iliss Joan Pillow, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Pillow
of
became the bride of
Fulgham
Bob Coleman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
COIM118/1 Of
Dayton,
William
Ohio,-Sunday afternoon. November 2, 1952 in the Jackson Chapel
Church.
Rev. J. C. Hulme, performed
the double ring ceremony in the
p.r..:.ence of the immediate family.
The bride was given in marriage by her father. Miss
Ruth
House, friend of the bride, was
her only attendant
Teddie
Coleman served his
brother as best man.
Mrs. Cletus Murphy, vocalist
rendered a
program of nuptial
MUSIC.
After the ceremony a reception
was held at the bride's home.
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HOME NEWS

PROM CR
CHRISTIAN WOMAN'S
FELLOWSHIP
HAS MEET CLUB

MISS merry SCE WILLIAMS
BECOMES BRIDE OF
EDWIN ERICKSON

E
I

FilitC

Christian
Group No. I of the
Miss Betty Sue Williams, lovely- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam • Fellowship or the First Christian
afternoon
Monday
Church
became
at
met
Williams. Fair Heights.
the bride of Edwin Ericksen, son 2:30 at the home of Mrs. Will
of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Ericksen Craddock at Water Valley, with
of New York City, at one o'clock ten members and one visitor, Mrs.
October 26, Sallie Cavender, present
Sunday afternoon,
The meeting was opened by the
1952 at the St. Edward's Catholic
Church_ Father Rice officiated at president, Mrs. J. P. DeMyer,:be
the Impressive single ring cere- gave the devotional from Daniel
mony in the presence of the im- 4..28-33, followed with prayer. A
mediate family and a few friends. short business session was held,
HRS. HOGAN
Mrs. Tommy Glasgow of Dres- minutes were read and the treasbridge-luncheon
A delightful
den, attended her sister as matron urer's report was given. Plans
of honor, and Mr. Glasgow served were made for the observance of was given in_the home of Mrs.
Woman's Day on the first Sunday Gilson Latta of Water
Valley
as best man.
in December. At the close of the Wednesday honoring Mrs.
Immediately
the
f-llowing
business meeting. Mrs. DeMyer, Hogan, recent bride. Luncheon
ceremony, Mr. and Mrs. Ericksen
lesson leader, conducted a very was served to the
twenty-two
New
left for a wedding trip to
interesting
program, on 'Home guests seated at card tables. The
York City to visit his parents. Up- Mission
and Human Rights". Mrs. dining table was overlaid with a
home, they will Cavender
on returning
discussed the article, Madeira cloth, on which was placmake their home in Fulton, where "Not Contained
in Human Walls". ed white candles and greenery.
the bride is an employee of the
Mrs. IL B. Murphy
discussed The honoree's table was decoratTelephone ComSouthern Bell
-Southern Christian
Institute", ed with an attractive bridal motif.
pany and Mr. Ericksen is employ- and gave a
report from the United She was presented a gift corsage
ed by the Illinois Central RailMiananary Sneiety to the group. of yellow mums and a piece of
road.
Mrs. DeMyer told some interest- her chosen pattern fn china.
ing facts about Jarvis Christian
The rooms were attractive with
LOVELY TEAS HONOR
College. "Hidden Answers",
a lovely gift bouquets of flowers
MRS. FRED JOLLEY,
quiz, was enjoyed by all, after and the hostesses were: Mesdames
RECENT
which the meeting closed with Gilson Latta, Vyron Beard, Lawthe
national benediction.
Boyd.
rence Holland, and
Mrs. William McClanahan and
During the
social hour, the
Mrs. Lon Brown were hostesses
hostess,
essisted
by
Mrs.
John
IMPROVING
to lovely gift tea. Sunday afterThe condition of Mr.
Ernest
noon at the Brown residence on Moore, served delicious refreshFall, Sr., a patent in the Fulton
Pearl Street, honoring Mrs. Fred ments.
The December meeting will be Hospital who suffered a stroke
Jolley, who was before her recent marriage, Mrs. Carlene held at the home of Mrs. Gor-'Saturday, is reported to be slightdon Baird, with
Mrs. W. L ly improved. All of us wish him!
Stokes.
a very speedy, recovery.
About fifty guests called dur- Shupe, lesson leader.
ing the afternoon.
members of the
The faculty
South Fulton High School were
That man proceeds from God
hostesses to a lovely tea, in the
and is deathless and eternal will
school cafeteria, Monday afterThe members of the "Y" Home- be brought out in the
Lessonnoon, honor.ng Mrs. Fred Jolley.
makers Club, their families, and Sermon entitled "Adam & Fallen
was presented friends
The honoree
enjoyed a gala Halloween Man" which will be read in all
crystal in her chosen pattern.
party last Thursday night, Octo- Christian Science churches next
Mrs. Vestal Coltharp and Miss ber
30, at the Palestine commun- Sunday.
Pauline Thompson served an atity building.
Selections from the Bible intraipive party plate.
After a delicious pot-luck sup- clude the following verse from
per games were played and en- Jeremiah (17:10): "I the Lord
VICTORY HOMEMAKERS
search the heart, I try the reins,
joyed throughout the evening,
ENJOY
even to give every man according
GIFTS
Miss Betsy whiteseu, student to his ways, and according to the
The members of the
Victory at the University of Kelltl/CkY. I fruit of his
d°41111."
.11.•
Homemakers
Club realize that spent the week-end with, her
There are just 45 more working parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hunter
days til Christmas and that those Hunter Whitesell.
gifts must be f.nished.
Little Andy Batts has returned
Seven members and one non- home after visiting his aunt, Mrs.
member met with Mrs. Cecil Bur- H. B. Bailey and family in Murnette last Wednesday and made ray.
six trays, one stooland four baskets.
Last Thursday, seven members
and three non-members went to
the Palestine
Club
house and
made six stools and several more
stools were ordered to be made
for a future work-day.

A & P's TENDER SUPER RIGHT

PorkLoin

BRIDGEDiLUNCHEON
HONOR
GIVEN
OF

Avers

Happy

BRIDE

lb 33c

ORPHEUM

MRS. WILLIE RICHARDSON
BECOMES BRIDE OF
ERVIN SHAFFER

Friday and Saturday
Double Feature
411AN

Mrs. Willie Richardson of Fulton became the
bride of Ervin
Shaffer of Union City Saturday,
October 25, 1952 at
Hernando.
wedding vows were
Miss. The
exchanged with Rev. Davis as
the officiating minister.
.Mr. and Mrs. Russell Boaz of
Fulton accompanied the couple.
Mr. and Mrs. Shaffer will make
their home in Fulton.

mity

L:J1'
515(5 JACK

RIB HALF PORK LOIN
CENTER CUT PORK CHOPS
PORK LOIN END
WHOLE PORK LOIN
PORK LOIN HMI
SLICED BACON TDGA°::

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

'Ae

2

can

Hunt'.

/.7:
N
:A3

er CHECK A&P's

DAIRY DEPT.

Net'

509.75
Low Terms! $59.75

FOR VALUES!

Down!

46"- ef• */

FREDDY MARTIN
l93
ee:12A1
COUNT

ROSIE
RAY McKINtEl
ANN
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Nil 0•C.....
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NI/ 0
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Serial —

Sun. - Mon. - Tues.

All shelves rell out—oil the
way. No mom food fumbling!
MI aluminum won't rust I

I

Wednesday - Thursday
11110 11 AM* roma

YOU FOR M
PEN MORO
alOS•IN TIN
11011114MUSIMMS111
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with defrosting in the refrigerator. No bye
tons, clocks,

Only

Joan Crawford
Sudden Fear!

lb et
4

a44.0
4P4e4,

6
'-kt

SHARP CHEDDAR CHEESE LB 59'00
Rai
SLICED CHEESE mAllaTi., LB 311 E1E1
SWEET CREAM
Food Freezer and
BUTTER
StINNYFIELD LB 79'CI0
Refrigerator Combined
Sunny
Brook
A
EGGS Grade "A" Small
52'0El
• Now Roll-to-You Shelves! EGG,
Al00
Island"
HI-HO CRACKERS
Cartoon"Mysterious
— "Pastry Panic"
STARTS SUNDAY
• New Automatic Defrosting! SWIFTNING
3 LB CAN 79'ED
No more bother
For Five Days
.G, 69'DEl
heaters,timers! TIDE DETERGENT ,...G2,97T
• Separate Food Freezer' OXYDOL("G. PRO,'7' GIANT
PRO. 63'CI0
Food
Freezerfoods never
coldI
Frozen
thaw out,
("G PRO.27e) GIANT
ma. 53'0DI
• Meter-FAimr MeehanIsm — SUPER SUDS("*.
with 5-Year
GZor.63'00
DETERGENT
GIANT
yLL PRICE
PKG. 69'00
THE FINEST OF 13
(REG.
PRO.
270
GIANT
MILLION FRKAIDAIRESI
DUZ
PEG. 63'0 El
(REG. PRO. 29e) GIANT
GRAHAM FURNITURE FAB (REG.PSG.29e)
PEG. 69'El0
"Animals
Fan"
Have
GIANT
"Snow
Frolics"
COMPANY
SURF
PKG. 57'CI CI
"Helpful
Genf"
11193
WALNUT
Late
World Nov.
PHONE 185 CHEER (RE03. PEG. 2.9e) GIANT
PKG. 69'0CI
INS

ERG.

with Level-

Protection Planl

111/461-11.

El

(REG.

—PLUS--

61frfr

CHECK THIS GREAT PRODUCE VALUE!

2

No.

44.
•

Today and Saturday
Double Feature
BREAKDOWN
starring
Ann Richards
plus

at
,
fr

29'00
PEACHES8:":::liced
TOMATO CATSUP
35'00
ANN
- 29'00
..7.
TOMATO SOUP PAGE31.2
PEANUffUTTER
I::: 29'El0
See our
10'00
PROOF-OF-VALUE TOMATO JUKE'et:::
demonstration! FLOUR sun=d 25 rAc, 1..49 E
PUMPKIN 7,AliTy N°:: 10'CI0
PORK & BEANS :2.
10' El
IONA PEAS c1:11iTif 2
25'El0
CORN 17:yr:EGAIEN 2NoZ,!..3 29'00
(HUM SALMON'MT 'Z39'0CI
303 15'0CI
1SCHOOL DAY PEAS No.
CAN

—AND—

(
N
a"
•2-

Ar /-4,
41 1„..x..1),
41'c
L1139(LID
LB 59'El
L639
'1311
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ul49(la--1
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WORK-DAY ON
CHRISTMAS

DIFFERENCE
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Paul

"Y"
HOMEMAKERS
ENJOY I
HALLOWEEN
PARTY
LAST
THURSDAY

PRICE YOU'VE
BEEN PAYING
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EMPEROR

Grapes
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DIFFERENCE

CABBAGE (SO-LB. BAG 2.19) LB 5'El El
POTATOES u.:Zig' 10 taA:G 69'00
APPLES Ar=sr
LB 10'00
(Peak
Brand)
KALE W"IIKD
„ Bags 29'00
TURNIPS PTZ
U PLE
LB 5'El El
ORANGES
2DOZ 49'CI0
FLORIDA
GRAPEFRUIT 54 SIZE 3 FOR 29'00
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APPLE PIE
ACrP's
PRICE

PRICE YOU'VE
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A & P's
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BROWN 'N SERVE ;1:: 2:ft 29'0El
FILLED NUT RING pail:fr, EACH 29'0El
LAYER CAKE Vanilla
( 2 ) EACH 49'El El
'
"
POTATO CHIPS=Eg 1;;:.69'El0
AJAX CLEANSER 2CANS 25'El El
BREEZ
59'0
BEEF STEW D=RE 24-Z49'0
DREFT "
( G" PKG. 2.9e) GIANT 69100
NESTLES COCOA
1 1-cLciii: 291 1:1
ARGO STARCH
11f-,
7017.27'00
BLUE
KARO SYRUP
:;;2
2 .21'D
TUNA FISH
Par 7:11;39'El Cl
PEANUT BUTTER ABI:VTArGireties TA:.39'00
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E

(REG. PKG. 2.9e)
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manager.
dents are expected .to attend this
Dukedom Route Two Friday, Nov. 7, 1952 — The Fulton News
Page 5
Juniors:
meeting. Mrs. James Whipple is
Joyce Taylor
Ruby Broyles, Baker Minton, plrogram leader. "Civil Defense"
and Harold Loyd Ross, business ii the topic of the program and
A surprise birthday dinner was Wilma Williams, and Mrs. Vir- Peggy Wynne Tipton
manager.
will be presented by a U. S. Air- given in honor of Miss Allie Row- ginia Wray and Donald were in
Sophomores:
..
force Team of Nashville, Tenn. land, Sunday, November 2 at her Memphis, Wednesday. Mrs. House Receives UK Honors
Nadine Pickett, Daniell Vowell, The Speech class is sponsoring home near Pilot Oak.
Forty-one went to see an eye specialist.
Peggy Wynne Tipton, daughter
J. J. McNatt is much worse, he
This year the Juniors are not and Bill Oliver, business manag- a Magic Show Friday afternoon, relatives and friends
attended.
of Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Tipton of
FUlton High News
November 7, at 1:40 in the audi- We wish her many more happy suffered another paralytic stroke Hickman, was one of 108 new stugoing to have a Junior Carnival, er.
Sunday.
torium. They recently purchased birthdays.
The nomination was held Mon- thus eliminating a King
and Freshman:
dents recognized last week at the
Ann Cox, Rayburn
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Taylor
of
Garrison, a recording machine and
each
day by the Junior Class for the Queen. They are concentrating
University of Kentucky for achSunday
v:sitors
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
election of "Miss Fulton High" instead, on a really good Junior and Joe Hayden, business mana- member of the class has recorded J. J. McNatt were: Mr. and Mrs. near Mayfield were the Skturday ieving outstanding scores on Uninight and Sunday guests of his
his voice.
and "Mr. Fulton High". Since I Follies. The Mr. and Miss Fulton ger!
Carl Hainline and granddaughter, brother, 0. F. Taylor and family. versity placement tests.
Mr. and Miss
Junior
The students were happy
High
to
there will be no annual Junior High will be elected that night.
Stephens
Dr. Lysle W Croft, director of
Mr. and Mrs. Pug Puckett rehear that Thanksgiving holidays Annette, Mrs. Horace
Carnival this year, the candidate We hope everyone will come out candidates are:
and Gary, Mr. and Mrs.
Noah ceived word of the birth of a son, personnel at the University, anwill be November 27 and 28 this
contest will end November 11 and and enjoy a night of the most tal- Eight-one:
McNatt,
and
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Sunday, November 2, 1952 to Mr. nounced' that such
recognition
Sybil Don Ellis, Billy Barnes, year.
the winners of the titles will be ented program they've ever seen.
Stewart.
and Mrs. Thurman Eubanks of was given only those new stuBarber,
business
Eight-one class
sponsored a
announced at the Junior Follies, The prograth will consist of a and Jimmy
Mrs.
Pearl
Cooley
and
Lee Georgia. Mrs. Eubanks was the dents who were placed in the "A"
box supper Monday night, Novon that night. Mrs. Treys Wayne girls' chorus, a boys' chorus, a manager.
Johnson of Fulton visited Mr. and former, Wilma Puckett.
section-of general ability. English
ember 3, in the Little Gym.
and Miss Mary Martin-are their tap dancing number, and an im- Eight-two:
Mrs.
Oliver
Taylor
and
and mathematics. He pointed out
Joyce
Phyllis Kelly, Jimmy Whipple,
A picture show "Civil Defense"
pressive finale. There are several
sponsors.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House and that the "A" section consists of
and
Billy
Hooker, business was shown Wednesday to the stu- Saturday night.
The class Candidates for "Miss other very clever numbers.
Mrs. Tennie House and
Mrs. Francis Smith visited Mr. Mc- the highest 25 per
cent of the
dent body by Mrs. James WhipBull- manager.
Last Friday night, the
Fulton High" are:
Evaline Yates visited Mrs. pen- Natt Monday morning awhile. scores on each test.
ple.
Senior — Joy Smith, Shirley dogs were defeated by Newbern, Seven-one:
ny Davidson, Thursday afternoon.
achievement re"Such high
Mary Helen
Everett, Robert
but we hope to make up for it
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carr and flects credit not only
Easley, and Pat McKenzie.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson and
upon the
Junior — Glenda Sue Brown, tonight, when we play Sharon at Dee Fields, and Charles Council, Bobby Clifton, student at Delta Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Moore called Randy have moved to Mayfield.
parents, but also upon the high
State College, Cleveland, Miss.,
Mrs.
Cassie
Sue Workman, and Peggy Adams. Sharon. So COME ON OUT AND business manager.
Taylor
was
the
to
see
Mrs.
Addie
Walston Sunschools from which these studand three college friends, James
Hawks, LET'S SUPPORT THE BULL- Seven-two:
Sophomare — Jane
day afternoon, in the home of her guest of Mrs. Ira Raines Wednes- ents were graduated," Dr. Croft
Mary Lou Samuels, Joe Rob- Albritton,
Bobby
Keith, and
Beverely Hill and Rebecca Wise- DOGS.'
day of last week.
daughter,
Mrs.
Lillie
Canter
of
said.
erts, and Darrell Wainscott, busi- James Parrot spent Friday night
man.
Sedalia. Mrs. Walston is improvMiss Constance Jones spent the
Approximately 1,500 freshmen
Monday
afternoon
the
members
ness
manager.
with
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Freshman — Nell Holland,
ing some.
week-end at home, she is nursing and other students entering the
School ConEach of the high school grades Aubrey Clifton. They were enBetty Gregory, and Peggy Owen of the Fulton High
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates visit- in Mayfield. She and Mrs. Maude University for the first time were
servat''on Junior Rifle Club re- will present a short program be- route to Bowling Green to attend
The class Candidates for "Mr.
ed in Mayfield Sunday.
Jones attended Miss Allie Row- required to take the placement
ceived their awards at the chapel fore the crowning. Judges will the Western-Delta
State game
Fulton High" are:
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House, Mrs. land's birthday dinner, Sunday.
tests.
at Fulton High School. Instructor be five teachers from
Tyler last Sahirday.
Senior — Charles Sawyer, Bilfor the group is Hunter Whitesell. school. The grade giving the best
Ralph Puckett 'and Godfrey
ly Pirtle, And Joe Pigue.
Students who received medals program will receive $20. from Binford arrived
home WednesJunior — Bailey Binford.
and their rating are. Don Wright, the Senior class. This money will day night from San Diego, Calif.,
Sophomore — Charles Binford,
351, Junior Expert; George
Charles Wade Andrews, and Mil- Greengrass, 341, Junior Expert; count as 2000 votes for the win- where they have completed their r!'''
"boot training" in the U. S. Navy.
ning grade's candidates.
ton Exum.
Larry Cavendar;-338, sharpshootThey will spend a 14-day leave
Freshman — Joe Dew, David
presentThe
Freshman
class
is
er; Rice Owen, 331 sharpshooter;
with their parenthApir. and Mrs.
Daniels, and David Sevier.
ing
a
"Mock
Wedding".
The
charBaily Binford, 317, sharpsh000ter;
Carl Puckett, Sr.,' and Mr. and
acters
are:
311,
sharpshooter
David Sevier,
Roma Satterfield
Mrs. Charles Binford.
Gerome
Swade — Jeannette
and Frank Cardwell, 288, marksGlen Ray Powell left WednesRamsey; Melinda Jones — Fred- day for Millington, where he ia!
There has really been a lot oi man.
erick Pierson; Parson Brown — stationed in
excitement around Fulton High
the
Marines. He
(Too late for last week)
Joe Hayden; Best man — Jean spent his leave with his parents,
this week.
Roma Satterfield
Sanford; Bride's maid — Glen Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Powell on the
Monday afternota. we had asand
Clements
sembly. David
home- Choat; and Fay Carolyn Pierte Hickman Highway.
Well, the
flurry of
Eugene Holloway presented the coming week is o'er and although will play the wedding march.
poof
the
present
different sides
the Bulldogs were deated 39-0 by
imitating various DEN ONE CUBS
A program
boys' Trigg County, they are out for a radio stars will be given by the MEET WITH DEN
election.
Both
litical
speeches were excellent and the w:n against Newbern
tonight. Sophomore class. Such personali- MOTHER THURSDAY
students enjoyed them fully.
Preceeding the game last Friday ties as Minnie Pearl, Kay Starr,
KROGER
Den One Cubs
met in the
Tuesday morning we held our night, a
SALTINES
colorful homecoming Kitty Wells, Dean
Martin and
homeroom voted parade was staged through the Jerry Lewis, The Andrew Sisters, home of our Den Mother, Mrs. E.
election. Each
secretly and in assembly the vo- downtown section to the football Pattie Page, Johnnie Ray, and Jo E. Williamson, last Thursday afternoon. Denner Wayne Anderson
tes were tabulated. It was very field where the coronation was Stafford will be imitated.
conducted the meeting with Gary
exciting with each student cheer- held. Co-captain, Charles Sawyer
The
Juniors
are
presenting
"A
ing when his candidate was -a and Dawson Huddleston crown- Dress for A Queen", a short play Williamson leading the pledge.
Denner Anderson, called the
head. It was a very close race ed Virginia
Forrest, football written by Pat Townsend, a felroll and collected the dues.
Eisenhower leading, queen.
with first
low Junior. The characters are:
tie!
then
a
We
dismissed to go to
the
and
Stevenson,
then
The last two weeks have been
Patricia Townsend— Lula Belle Science Hall and prepared for the
When the total was added Eisen- busy for the F. H. A. girls. The
hower was elected president of formal initiation was held at Mrs. Taters, a mountain girl who has cake walk for the Carnival.
After
inspection the meeting
States by a 1 vote Brauner's home in the Highlands been elected queen of her high
the United
was closed by forming the living
margin. Afterwards in the halls on October
21. The five new school.
Jimmy Cox —Zeke Square, her circle and repeating the Cub
and different rooms many argu- members initiated were: Peggy
Scout law.
going strong and Adams, Ann Bennett, Rita Cope- boy friend, who is king.
ments were
Nancy James — Sadie Skittles,
Gary Williamson furnished the
they still are.
land, Elizabeth Sisson and Jonella
Lula
Belle's
rival.
refreshments.
Tuesday afternoon, candidates Wallace. The informal initiation
Jack
Moore
—
Jake
Taters,
LuRoland Carter,
for Mr. and Miss Fulton High was held at Jane Austin's farm
Reporter.
elected. Each class Tuesday night. Virginia Forrest la Belle's older brother.
High were
ICROGER
Dolores
Phipps
—
Ma
Taters,
three
many
as
could have as
has been
chosen
recorder of Lula Belle's mother.
l6-0z. Jar
The
contest.
each
candidates for
Group 1 at the F. H. A. District
Milton School News
Bobby Newsom — Pa Taters.
candidates for liEr. and Mies drill- meeting, 'Neentalitet 8fat Trigg
#
Gal*,
Erl
Lula Belle's father.
ICROGER
ton High appear else where in County High 'School.
The story is about a mountain
Friday, October -21, there was a
our school news.
The Juniors are working very girl who
16-0z, Jar
has been elected queen Halloween
partyf at Milton
hard on their "Junior Follies" of her high school and is trying tb
School. There was Is prize to the
which they are giving November get a dress for the
ICROGER
The
night she is cutest and the funniest.
11. We hope everyone will come to be crowned.
funniest was Otto Dunn, and he
Vz-Oz. Jar
6
as it will really be worth every
A program impersonating the received a puzzle book. The cutcent it costs. It is loaded with tal- high school teachers will be givrewas, Lara Patton, who
est
ent including a
DERBY
Charleston act, en by the Seniors. The following ceived a story book.
complete with flapper, shlek, and teachers will be impersonated:
November 3, men
LB.
Monday,
JAR
ukes, and
many
other clever
Mr. Ozment — Richard Hunter; worked in our building, putting in
numbers.
Miss Caldwell — Jane Kearby; radiators. They are installing two
The Seniors are busy
selling Mr. Mitchell — Harold Garrison; radiators.
We're hoping to be
birthday calendars. Three groups Mrs. Mitchell — Alyce
Stahr; back in our buliding soon.
are competing with each other. Miss Sublett — Calar McClellan;
The honor roll for the first
The team captains are:
Vivian Miss Barnes — Pearl Coffey; Mr. term is as follows: ..
Matlock, Ann IlAbins, and Paul Riddle —
Eldon
Easterwood;
Grade II: Loretta Motley and
Argo.
Mrs. Rale — Paula June Hornsby; Julian Newbern.
Well it's time for class now, so and Miss Attebery — Ray Kemp, Grade III: Joan,McKinney and
good-bye for this week. Be sure
Montell H:ghes.
to come out to the football game
A brief chapel
program was
Grade IV: Lindell Kerney and 7-RIB CUT-CORNFED PORK
tonight and yell for the "Bull- conducted November 3 at Hick- James Gordon.
dogs".
man High. The student body and
Grade V: Lenolla Willburn,
All Styles, Sizes
faculty sang "America."
Mr. Mattie Willburn, and Carlene
Hickman High School Ozment then led in prayer. Vari- Gordon.
And Prices
Grade VI: Patsy Kerney, Argannouncements were made.
. . . Including the new Stand- (Paula June Hornsby, Reporter) ousSchool
will be dismissed at 1:30 ona Kerney, and Laura Patton.
ard revised edition. Largest
The Senior Class will sponsor Tuesday afternoon, November 4,
Grade VII: Janice Newbern and
stocks in Western Kentucky.
the crowning of
Mr. and Miss for the P. T. A. meeting. The Arenetta Utey.,
-Hickman High and Mr. and Miss
high school stuGrade VIII: Paul Kerney.
BEAUTIFUL Reg. $19.95 leath- Junior High Friday night, Nov- junior high and
erbound Bibles on sale at
ember 7, at 7:30 in the high school
$14.95
auditorium.
Others as low as $1.00
Candidates for
Mr. and Miss
Hickman are as follows:
Seniors:
Corrine Sharp, Jerry CastleFulton
4411 Lake St.
iman, and Bobby Wright, business
KING
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EVERY PRICE ENDING IN "9" IS A MAGIC N1'J:2:17:

!

lb.
box

SNOWDRIFT

3c4
-

CHILI CON CARNE
SALAD DRESSING
STUFFED OLIVES
CHICKEN - NOODLES

9c

29'
29'
39'
29'

ROAST

BIBLES

ET

RIB STEAK Choice Beef lb. 85c

CITY DRUG CO.

Why Get Caught With An Empty Bin?

ORDER YOUR WINTER

COAL
SUPPLY NOW
FROM

CITY COAL CO.
BEST GRADES -:-:- ALL SIZES
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
TELEPHONE 51

Closeout!
Room Lots Of
WALL PAPER
Regularly 45c to 60c Roll

20c
25c
30c Roll
Hurry! Limited Quantities

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

,

Phone 35

CENTER CUT PORK CHOP
CHILI CON CARNE
SLICED BACON
NECK BONES

POUND POUND
COTTON

POUND
FLORIDA
JUICERS
DOZEN

Om
AVOCADOS
POTATOES
POPCORN

65'
65'
LB 49'
15d

FLORIDA

GUARANTEED
TO POP

2 FOR
50 POUND BAG
2 POUND

PEANUTS Salted
10.02.

39'

We reserve the right to limit quantities—None Sold
to Dealers.

29'
$2.59
39'

The Fulton News

Friday, Nov. 7, 1952 Noveznher 15th
Deadline Date

Citizens Warned
To Be Careful
Fulton Fire Chief W. T. Dawson, is urging Fulton citizens to
use extreme caution with fire due
to the dry weather. He has asked
that no one burn leaves and grass
during a high wind. The Fire Department is
burning off leaves
and grass fir all those who will
request them to do so.
The Fire Department has received numerous
calls to grass
fires the past week. Proper precaution will reduce fire hazards
and save great loss.

PUREST
Oil Heater
guy inTown!

PVT. CLARK TRAINS
AS RADIO OPERATOR

Pvt. William H. Clark is presently a student in the Radio Operator course of the Southeastern
Signal School, component of the
Signal Corps
Training, world's
largest Signal Corps installation.
The Radio Operator course,
with a 25-week curriculum encompasses. some of the most intensive and intricate training in
the Signal Corps; its graduates
man radio centers in every quarter of the globe.
Abilities of the Army codemen,
which Pvt. Clark will become upon completion of the course, are
multiple: he is a radio operator,
teletypist, signal message center
clerk, tape relay expert, and field
radio repairman—all in one.
To instill and sharpen to
combat-fitness these
capabilities is
the vital mission of the radio operator
course, Signal
Corps ,
'Training Center's largest course I
of instruction.

munity Committeeman at the '
INFORMATION SOVIMIT
time of his visit.
Clerk
of the Court of Appeals!
The major change -in the proPostmaster Jack Carter anSensational New Invention
gram is that payments will be Acree Austin, ex-officio chairnounced that the
deadline for
Sertheriandt "MD" Trans
of the State Board of Regisapproved on individual soil buildmailing
packages
overseas is
a on and Purgation, undertook No Belts- No Straps- No Odors
The Chairman of Fulton Coun- ing practices this
year, rather the task
November 15. Packages must be
of determining the numCITY DRUG COMPANY
ty PMA Committee, W. H. Harri- than on a per farm basis as in the
securely wrapped.
ber of registered voters in
the 44111 Lake St.
Phones 711. 428
For further
information con- son, Stated today that community past Assistance will be allowed State through querie
s to county
on the most needed soil building
tact the local postmaster.
committeemen were meeting in practices
court clerks. While statutes do not
on the farm as requestthe County Office, Wednesday, ed by the farm owner or operator. provide for statewide collection
October 29th, to receive final in- These practices will be known ap of such information, Austin bestructions on the 1953 ACP pro- primary practices: all other prac- lieves the data will be of inestigrom, and be issued the neces- tices will be listed as secondary mable value in performing the
Board which he
sary forms for the farmer to re- practices and will be eligible for duties Of the
THE MAYTAG
quest assistance.
payments to the extent funds are heads.
AUTOMATIC
available.
Approved
primary
There has been a slight change practices must
not
exceed the
WASHE
in the 1953 program, Mr. Harri- county budge
t of $36,949.00, Mr. Accurate
son stated, that being that the Harrison stated
.
farmer will be contacted on the
The 1053 soil building practices
farm by a committeeman, who
vary very little from the 1952; a
will
probably be his neighbor. genera
l outline of the practices Watches, Clocks and Tann
This
committeeman has been have
been mailed to each farm Pieces of All Kinds Accuratetrained in what the program ofly Repaired at Low Cent by—
operator.
fers and how it functions. Farmers are requested to discuss the
ACP program with this
Corn- —GO TO CHURCali SU Y.J.

RUPTURE

PUPILS URGED TO
'WRITE SOIL ESSAYS

WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

VUOTHERM
CIRCULATING OIL HEATER!
Heats plenty! big capacity oil
heater with genuine Duo-Therm
heating effici.:ncy!
Heats beautifully I Superb new
styling,rich brown knish,brass
door peal
Heats clean! Exclusive Dual
Chamber Burner is clean burning on high or low fire setting
and gives more heat from every
drop of oil.
Extra VOlj• features Automatic
Draft Minder . .. Waste Stopper
Coordinated Controls.

Wendell P. Butler
Students in Kentucky grade
and high schools are eligible to
compete for $3,175 in
United
States Savings Bonds in the ninth
Annual Soil Conservation Essay
Contest.
The competition was announBingham,
A double treat of talent and ced jointly by Barry
The Courier-Jourgood looks is in store for mem- president of
Times and
bers of the Obion County Civic nal, The Louisville
Music _association Monday even- WHAS; A. Threlkeld, president of
the Kentucky Association of Soil
ing, Nov. 10,
when
Winifred
Heckman, lovely young American Conservation Districts; and Wendell
P. Butler, State Superintenmezzo-soprano, and Luis Pichardo, handsome young Cuban basso, dent of Public Instruction.
Subject for this year's essay is
will be heard in a joint recital
at
Conservation
the Cumberland Presbyterian "How Better Soil
Affects the Educational
church in- Union City.
Opportunities of Kentucky's People?'
The concert, which will begin
Concerning the subject, Mr. Butat 8 o'clock, is expected to be
one!ler said: "We realize that soil
of the most enjoyable of the
sea- conservation is a basic factor in a
son for many artists will featur
e sound educational
program for
a number of Broadway hits and
Kentucky. There is a close relafavorite tunes from operetta scortionship between
conservation
es.
and equality of educational opportunity . . . A good educational
SUSTAINS FRACTURE
program and soil conservation go
hand in hand."
Mrs. Charles Hogg fell at
the
The student submitting the best
home of her niece, Mrs. Joe
Mack
Reed, Monday and fractured her essay on the subject will receive
a first-place state award of a $100
hip. She was admitted to the
Ful- Savin
gs Bond. Second prize is a
ton Hospital for treatment and
is $50
bond and third pri2e is a $25
reported to be doing as well
as bond. The
possible.
three state award winners and their families will also
be
given
Gas
expense-paid trips to
utilities
accounted for
plant investments of 8128,000,000 Louisville to attend the annual
. Farm
Awards Luncheon.
an increase of $10,000,000,
and
In addition to the state awards,
serve 276,000 customers.
120 district prizes of $25 bonds
will be awarded to winners in
each conservation district which
enters at least five essays. The
winning essay in each
district
will be submitted for judging for
the state awards.
The contest closes December 20.
Entries should be sent to County
school
superintendents by that
date.
Graduate V eterin-rian
Complete information on the
Located on Martin -Fu lion
Soil Conservation Essay Contest
may be
obtained from
Highway
school
principals, district soil conservation supervisors or the Promotion
Department, The Courier-Journal, The Louisville Times
and
WHAS, Louisville 2, Kentucky.

Dr. H W.Connaughton

Paul Hornbeak and P. C. Jones, the only LICE
NSED embalmers in Fulton who are connected with a Funer
al home.
Mrs. Yates, Lady Assistant.
CONTRACT MEMBER OF KENTUCKY
FUNERAL
DIRECTORS BURIAL ASSOCIATION.
—AMBULANCE ANYWHERE, ANYTIME._

B. D. Nisbet, a Contact Representative of the
Kentucky ExService Men's Board will be present on Friday, November 14, at
American Legion Home, to assist
veterans and their
dependents
with
claims for
benefits due
them as a result of their military
service. He will be present from
8:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
Phone .10 for J.

Pintlng

What makes the Pointer

A GOOD COMPANION?

SWEETEST
• SERVICE
SONG
IN TOWN

Pb

For safe, cold-weather driving, be careful
of what
goes on under the hood. Let the Ashland
Flying
Octanes gasoline dealer drain worn, dirty oil
and
refill with free-flowing Valvoline, the world's
first
motor oil. He also has your favorite type anti-fre
eze.
And his catalytic gasoline is specially blended
for
split-second starts in freezing temperatures.

ELDON TOON

Church and Main Streets; Fulton

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
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For winter changeover service,.
drive iw to any dealer listed below.
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Pvt. Clark, a resident of Fulton, Kentucky, is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Carlton Clark of Route
3, Fulton. The young signalman
graduated from the S. F. High
School and was a service station
attendant prior to his induction
into the Army.

PULL SIZE, BIG CAPACITY

of
daj

E. D. CARROLL
Route 1, Fulton

OLLIE PINEGAR

600 West State Line; Fulton

13, L. AUSTIN
Highway 45, North

THOMAS LATHAM
141 Paschall Street; Fulton
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FARM BUREAU IS
HISTORY'S LARGEST

Mrs. Brooks Oliver
Friday, Nov. 7, 1952 — he Fulton News — Page 7
The Ladies of the W. S. C. S.
Quite a few of our community
Mr.
and
Mts.
Guy
Finch,
of Wesley Church met last Fri- are sick with
Vava
colds but none are and Stephen, Mr. and Mrs. Brooks
bers on their own time and ex- ton with 1,60()
day with Mrs. Jess Wry.
even.
serious.
pense.
Oliver and Judy attended church
Using the census figure of 3.89
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Kimble of
It is possible to have tuberculMembership statistics:
Mr. and Mrs. Jim McFadden services at Samburg last Sunday.
Tht
members
farm
hip
people
in
per
the
family, the 68,290
KenFrankfort arrived Friday to visit and family of
Henderson county
Lynnville
have Mrs. Finch's nephew, Bro. Joe osis and not know it, according to tucky
Farm
Bureau is 4,276 membership county was the top farm families represent 285,648
their parents, Mrs. Best of Beeler- moved to
David Neely delivered his first Dr. J. F. Harrell, Fulton Copnty greater than
the Avery
with
Hancock
a
grand
farm
people
in
Farm
Bureau,
ever
ton and Mr. and Mrs. Wash Kim- place.
before in the total of 1,718; in
sermon and he did a splendid job.'Health Officer. That's why he is history of the
second place was Allen. concluded.
organization.
ble at Clinton. They
returned
urging
Christia
every
n
County
Mr.
Fulton
and Mrs. James Phillips
Farm Bureau
Countian
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hicks and
The
home Wednesday.
Federation's President, with 1,564 members, and in
sons, Steve and Karry of Padu- and son of Union City visited Mr. over fifteen years of age to get a Lewis Allen,
third
The primary crops of early
Bowling
Green,
Mrs. Hettie Mullins of Water cah spent the
chest
anplace
x-ray
was
and
while
Daviess
Mrs.
the
Walter
county with Kentucky settlers
State De- nounced
Permenter last
week-end with
were corn,
today that the official 1,462 members.
Valley spent last week with Mr. their parents,
partmen
t
of
Sunday
Health's
afternoo
n.
Mobile
X- number of farm
wheat, hemp, and tobacco.
Mr. and Mrs. Vance
families-who are
and Mrs. Wash Mllins and Thurs- Hicks and Mr.
ray
Uhit
We
is
in
town.
are
all
sorry
The
Mrs.
county
Justin
with the greatest
and Mrs. Claude
members
day afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Clif- Taylor.
Nanney is in the hospital and
The X-rIty Unit will be parked Bureau of the Kentucky Farm increase, in
membership
was
is 68,290 as of October 31,
ton Short called on them.
Graves county, with an increase
Mr. and Mrs. Allie Owens of hope she has a very speedy re- next to the Court House in Ful- 1952, the date
which ends the of 480 members
ton, across from
Mrs. Wayne Elliott and daugh- Wickliffe spent Sunday afternoon covery.
.
the
Fulton Farm Bureau fiscal year.
Mrs. J. T. Oliver was admitted Theatre, from 9 A. M. to 3 P. M.
ter are spending a few days with with Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Sutton
QM!
The county with
the largest
to the hospital Friday. Her con- on November 10 and 12th. The
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wesley and family.
"The real significance," Allen per cent increase over 1951 memdition
remains about the same.
Beard.
Unit will not be in operation on said, "of the tremendous increase bership was Laurel county,
no 0/7
Mrs. Jocie Hicks isn't so well
with
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rucker Tuesday, November Ilth when is that it shows that Farm
Mrs. Fanny Ward suffered a at this writing, she is suffering
Bu- 133 per cent increase.
had
as
their
Sunday
dinner Armistice Day holiday will be ob- reau's bipartisan and non-politibroken hip, while visiting
Mrs.
her from an up-set stomach.
Fifteen other
counties
Mrs. Orbelle served. The
Fulton
nephew, Lewis Cooley and family Hicks i past ninty years old. She guests, Mr. and
Medical cal position on all national and the year with more than ended
1,000
Campbel
l
of
Paducah
and
Mr. Auxiliary will assist in prepara- state issues has met with
near Clinton. She was carried by makes her home with her daughapmembers
.
They
are: Shelby, 1,290;
and Mrs. Brooks Oliver and fam- tion of records.
proval by the farm population in
ambulance to the Fulton hospital, ter, Mrs. Leon Moore.
Jefferso
n,
1,270;
LaRue, 1,171;
Kentucky." Allen went on to say Breckinr
Mrs. Thelma Grissom spent a- ily.
where she is resting very well.
"Early diagnosis
idge,
1,180;
Mercer,
Mr. and Mrs. Hale Williams, makes it possible of tuberculosis that the greatest credit to this
afternoon with
reto
start
1,135;
Mrs. Best, Mrs. Robert Gardner, while Saturday
treatOwen,
1,135;
Hardin,
1,122;
Kay and Susie spent Monday with ment early and
thus facilitates cord-breaking membership is due Mason, 1,057; Nelson, 1,041; LoMrs. Jessie Gardner, Mrs. Wash Mrs. Bertha Batts on Paschall Mr. and Mrs.
the farm men and women who, as gan,
Walter Penmenter. curing the disease," Dr.
Mullins, and Mrs. Jim' Kimble Street in Fulton.
1,038;
Harrell
Fayette,
1,018;
Barren,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Parrish said. He added
Quite a few
from this comthat persons who workers, actually solicit the mem- 1,012; Pulaski, 1,004, and Pendleshopped in Mayfield Saturday afmunity attended the funeral of have returned from
Okinawa may be unaware that they have
ternoon.
and
have
been visiting with Mr. tuberculosis,
Carlus Grissom at Good Springs
Mrs. E. C. Nall is not feeling so Cumberland Presbyterian church, and Mrs. Frank Parrish and Mr. are spreadin often unknowingly
g it among their famwell the last few days. Mr. and near Dukedom last Friday after- and Mrs. Bill Parrish.
ily, friends and associates.
Mrs. Leon Wright visited her noon. Mr. Grissom died Tuesday
Bro. W. A. Bradfield conducted
Health authorities
agree that
Friday afternoon.
afternoon at the I. C. Hospital in the services at Oak Grove church
Mrs. Mettie Guyn, who is a pa- Paducah of a heart attack. He of Christ Sunday, November 2. every undiscovered case of tuberculosis
is
a
danger‘t
o the entire
tient in the Fulton hospital is do- was known
quite well in this He spent the remainder of the community. Mass
chest X-ray exing very well.
community being the brother of day with Mr. and Mrs. Clyde aminatio
ns,
such
as
the one
Mrs. Mattie Johnson is improv- Mrs. Clarence Caldwell and Mrs. Stewart.
scheduled in Fulton, often reveal
ing in the Fulton hospital.
The Ladies of
Oak
Lewis Thompson, he was also a
Grove tuberculosis
before outward symFriends of Miss Josephine Ham- cousin of Edgar Grissom.
Church of Christ are planning Jo
ptoms appear.
lett of Baird, Texas, will be sorry
Mrs. Henry
Flowers, who is quilt two quilts on Thursday for
It is possible to have luberculto learn that she fell and broke making her home with her par- the Carl Branns, whose house
her hip and is now in the hospital ents spent Saturday night and was destroyed by fire last week. osis at any age, Dr. Harrell points
in Baird, Texas.
Mrs. Lon Watts and Mrs. Ish- out. However, he adds that the
Sunday with
Henry's parents,
Mrs. Callie Walker has return- near Harris.
mul Watts spent the day
fifteen age
with rate in the five to
group is very low. That is why
ed home from Norfolk, Va., where
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Grissom Mrs. Beecher Finch.
she attended the bedside of her spent Sunday with Mr. and Mls.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Oliver of children are given X-rays only if
daughter, Mrs. Pleasant Rudolph, Vance Hicks on the Middle Road. Drew, Miss., visited Mr. and Mrs. they are known to have been in
who underwent surgery.
Forrester's is conveniently located in downand the
Brooks direct contact with persons havMr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutton J. T. Oliver
your regular shopping stop for all of the little
ing TB or if they are referred by
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Wright had and family attended church at Olivers last week.
town Fulton on Main Street . . right
across
things you need!
a
as their Sunday night
physician. The survey must inMrs. Harry Watts was hostess
supper the Church of God, Sunday evenfrom Bennett's Drug Store. Make Forreste
r's
guests, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wright ing.
to a Better Brush Tacky Party clude as many persons as possible
of Paducah, Mr. Hamp Clapp and
Miss Carolyn Reaves of Start- last Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. of the older age groups, known to
children, Tommie, Bill and Jan. ford, Texas spent Thursday night Dean Harwood, as representative. have average or higher than averMrs. Clapp is a
patient in the with her aunt, Mrs.
Clarence Twenty-six were present and a age incidence of this disease.
Fulton hospital.
Caldwell. She is the daughter of good time was had by all. Mr. Plans now to have a free chest
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Bro. and Mrs. John Reaves of Montgomery, the Moor-man Man, X-ray here in Fulton on NovemBrown Clifton on the birth of a Startford,
No clothing
MAIN STREET, NEXT TO FORRES
having been called made pictures and if his camera ber 10th or 12th.
TER'S SHOE SHOP
son born Sunday, November 2, here because of the death
FULTON,ILICHTU
•
CRY
of survives, maybe you'll be seeing need be removed, and there is no
1952. •
their father and
grandfather, them soon. Mrs. Lon Watts won charge of any sort.
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn and three Carlus Grissom, the first of last frist prize. Mrs. Bob Elliott, secchildren of Beelerton have bought week.
ond, and Mrs. John Col/by, third.
a home near the Atomic Plant
Everyone reported a good time
Sherrill Olive was out of school
and moved there last week.
the first of the week because of a at the Chestnut Glade School
Fire destroyed the vacant house slight illness.
Halloween party Friday night. A
of Jesse Hicks, wheat and beans
large crowd attended.
were stored in it and several
Mrs. Calhoun, Mrs. Milan's
WINGO NEWS
fields adjoining were burned and
mother, has returned home after
Mrs.
Dewey
Fields
much seed was lost.
visiting her for three weeks.
I hear Mr. Theron Jones is up
Mr. and Mrs. Dora Myatt visited her sister, Mrs. Allie Walston. before daylight driving his newPIERCE STATION
who is sick at the home of her ly purchased Fordson tractor.
Rev. Robert Moore filled his daughter, Mrs. Lillie Canter, at
Mrs. Roy Watts, Mrs. Willie
Hendon and Mrs. Herman Potts
appointment at Johnson's Grove Farmington.
Sunday morning and night. He
accompa
nied their father,
Mr.
Mrs. Vera Dowdy has gone to
and Mrs. Moore were the dinner her husband in Seattle Washing Holmes to Jackson last week. Mr.
guests of Mrs. Ethel Robey and ton. She will make her home Holmes had a growth removed
Mrs. C. n Lowe. Other guests there until he is discharged from from his forehead. He is now with
were Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe and the Navy.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Watts and is
children, Mrs. Mildred Matthews, Mr. Logean
Vaughn is home doing fine.
Mr. and Mrs. William Long and from the hospital and is slowly
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Potts and
children, and Dewitt Matthews. improving.
Randall, Mr. and
Mrs. Finis
Afternoon guests were Mr. and
Miss Olean Johnson and James Stockard and Larry spent Sunday
Mrs. Roy
Adams and Mr. and Gasson visited in Fulton Satur- with Mr. and Mrs. Roy Watts.
Mrs. Leland Adams of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Permenter
day.
COMPLETE NEW STOCK OF TOYS FOR
Mrs. Dorothy Young is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Carr and received a telegram from 'rise.
THE KIDDIES! COME IN NOW WHIL
her sister, Mrs. Emory Johnson Mr. and Mrs. Claud Fields
Freddie
STOCK IS COMPLETE AND USE OUR
Towles, Tuesday. He had
E OUR
were
and family in Chicago.
arrived
in
San
Antonia, Texas„
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon S. Camp- Dewey Fields.
where he plans to take a course
bell and Mr. and Mrs. Victor ColMr. and Mrs. Claud Fields of in aviation.
lender of Morganfield, Ky., and Detroit,
I met a fine looking little felMich.,
are visiting
Ben Collender of
Sturgis, Ky., friends and relatives in
Ken- low at Jones Clinic, yesterday,
were recent guests of Mr. and tucky for a few days.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. HerMrs. Riley
Smith and Mr. and
Mr. and
Mrs. S. L. Murphy man Grissom are mighty proud
Mrs. John Smith. of him. Congratulations!
have moved to their pew home.
Harmon Pierce spent the week
end with his mother, Mrs. ChristSunday visitors in the hoe of FULTON ROUTE ONE
ine Pierce.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Williamson on
Shelba Clark
Joe Royce Lowe is able to be the Hickman Highway were: Mr.
back in school after being quite and Mrs. Elbert McCaslin Misses
M.sses
Betty
and Mary Clark
,
sick several days.
spent the week-end with
Virginia and Virginia Lou
their
Mcsister
and
her
family,
Mr. and
Caslin of Princeton, Ky., and Mr.
Phone 470 for Job Printing
Mrs. Junior Crute and Ronnie.
Leslie Bright of Fredonia, Ky.
Miss Aline Wilkerson spent
Sunday with Robert Walker.
Ewing Wilson had Sunday dinner with Mr. and Mrs. 0. G.
Clark and family. Dale Flatt and
Model
Harold Wayne Cook also visited
AIR PLANES
that afternoon.
- Sunday afternoon
guests of
With or without MoTOY COOK STOVES
Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark were
tors.That
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and
will
actually cook the little ladies
Beautiful
Ronnie.
Priced from
dinner
.
With
utensils.
Mrs. Alice
Walker and son,
DOLLS
10c UP
Webb Walker
were
Sunday
$5.95
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tom HowNothing will make the
ell and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
lady any happier. All
Howell.
TRICYCLES
sizes all prices.
We wish to express our sympathy to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Brann
Any size for any young boy or girl, severa
l
of near Latham, whose home
different types.
burned last Friday afternoon.
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Have you been shopping at Forrester's yet?

Self Service - Just Serve Yourself
Best Brands - Top Names, All Lines
Most Modern Stocks -Brand New!

Forrester's 51110e Store

At Western Auto
Lay-.R-Way Plan
c.

LET OUR

'MEP

MMOD

$4.35 up
Dazzling white sheets and pillow
slips .... laundered to an unbelievable
whiteness and finished to a perfection
that can only be attained by experienced laundereres. Try us today, call 14
for pick-up.
—TELEPHONE 14—

CLEAN CLOTHES LAST LONGER

PRESYCRIPTION1
Choose your Druggist as you
choose your Doctor The purity and quality of any
product is the honesty and integrity of its maker. That is
your prescription for your well
being-and our way of letting
you that our Pharmacy is your
safeguard for valuable dependable, honest prescription service. Think twice about this
when you next have a prescription filled. Think twice about
your Druggist just as you ds
your Doctor. Over 384,792 Apescriptions filled in this, Drug
Store to date.

CITY DRUG CO.
C. B. McDaniel,
Tun Illeadixa.

TOY GUNS
A good selection of toy
guns and piptols. Also
good selection of B-B
guns

DOLL BUGGIES and
STROLLERS
Always make a good
gift for the doll-playing little girl.
Strollers from $1.98
Buggies from $4.95

DOLL-E-DODISH
Help mother keep the house clean with this
cleaning set.
$1.98
COASTER WAGONS
Several sizes for all age boys. Sturdy built
for long wear.

WE HAVE A GOOD SELECTION OF EDUCATIONAL
TOYS

WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE
LAKE STREET

HOME OWNED AND OPERATED BY 'THAD FAGAN
FULTON

LIMESTONE
FOR COMMERCIAL AND FARM USE
We serve Fulton, Hickman,Graves, Weakley and
Obion Counties; prompt delivery; just pick up
your phone!

BEN

117 hiu

---ALL LIMESTONE WEIGHED—
PMA ORDERS FILLED IN ALL COUNTIES

PURE
MILK CO.

CLINTON LIMESTONE COMPANY

PASTEURIZED
HOMOGENIZED

cigadzA"
•

Fulton Phone 301
- Clinton Phone 3631
Key Street
Arkansas

L. S. U

Tennessee

Rice

Sawyer's Market

.

FORDS LOVE FORD SERVICE
Just What You Need For a Warm Comfortable

East Fourth Street

Phone 75
Conveniently Located;
good stocks
of all kinds of groceries and fresh meats
We appreciate your business.
—VISIT US!--Army __.

Georgia Tech.

CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY

J. V. CASH MOTOR COMPANY

WINTER!

PHONE 42
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY
Complete shop for repairing, greasing, oil changing, etc. Now is
the time to get your FORD ready for fall and winter!

70,800 BTU

Ole Miss

PERFECTION

OIL HEATER

Houston

r

(Heats 6 or 7 rooms comfortably)

ENTER! WIN
CASH PRIZES
EACH WEEK

$159.50
McDADE FURNITURE COMPANY
319-23 Walnut Street

Phone 905

Illinois

WESTINGHOUSE HOME
Nothing To Buy; Anyone Can
Win! Just Follow These Simple
Rules: - - - -

APPLIANCE DEALERS
J. M. Martin

Hugh Rushton
Owners

I. In each ad on this page you will find
football games being Played this weekend. Fill in your guess as to each score and
either send in the page, or write scores on
a piece of paper and send usIke paper. Include your name and address and seed
scores to FOOTBALL EDITOR, THE
FULTON NEWS, Fulton, Ky. Do NOT
send to the advertisers.

PHONE 401
Commercial Avenue
FULTON, KENTUCKY
Auburn

OLD JOE
.5 YEARS OLD

2. Entries may be brought to the NEWS
office in person by noon Saturday, day
after issue, or, If mailed, MUST be postmarked by noon of that day. One set of
scores per person. All games listed must
be scored.

Mississippi State

BOTTLED IN BOND—

NOTHING CHANGED

3. Person getting MOST WINNERS
right will receive $3; second best, $2; third
best $1. Judging will be done following
Monday after games are Played and
checks mailed winners that night. In case
of ties, closest scores will determine winner.

PLEASURE THAT'S EVERLASTING
A GULBRANSEN PIANO

BUT THE PRICE
—NOT—

Guaranteed Diamond Rings

KING MOTOR COMPANY

HORNER'S JEWELRY AND

CHRYSLER AND PLYMOUTH DEALER
SALES AND SERVICE

PIANO SALES

LA

6.79 FM
19 PINT
2.12 /
1
2PINT

—NOT-

5.25 FIFTH
3.25 PINT
1.65 /
1
2PINT
Plum

X-100 MOTOR OIL
---USED CARS---

FULTON, KY.
Colorado

PHONE 1267
111 Carr Street
FOR THE FINEST IN

LIQUORS AND WINES

Notre Darne

Oklahoma

"SOMETHING FROM THE JEWELERS IS ALWAYS
SOMETHING SPECIAL".

FORD'S LIQUOR STORE

COME TO

ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE

I.

LW CHURCH STREET
—
FULTON
Beautiful, distinctive, cherished gifts for Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries
and all
special occasions.

P. C.FORD
NEAL LOONEY
PETE PETERSON

I

Hamiltob and Elgin watches; International and Towle Sterling
silver; lovely glassware and china in a wide variety; Sheaffer
and
Parker pens and sets; Ronson lighters and many other lovely gift
Indiana

ideas.
Wisconsin

Lawrenceburg, Kentucky

..

Northwestern

•

Michigan State

Kentucky

'Tulane

Kansas

Nebraska

tive table, loaded with delicious
foods to eat.
The hmiree
received
many
lovely gifts.
Dinner was
served to fiftythree guests.
Sympathy goes out to
Mrs.
Aker Campbell in the loss of
her brother, George Johnson.
Funeral services and burial were
held at the Cayce
Church and
cemetery Tuesday
afternoon at
2:30.
Mrs. Daniels
entertained her
!Sunday School
class with
a
Halloween
party last
Friday
night. The children had a grand
time.
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant
and
Clarice visited Mrs. Della Lawson at Hickman Sunday
afternoon. She suffered a stroke last
week, but is much better now.
Mrs. James Cason Menees and
Sherrill spent the week-end with
, her parents at Reeves, Tenn.

CAYCE NEWS •

Clarke Bendurant
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson and
fawn!)
, gave a surprise birthday
dinner Sunday in the honor of
Mrs. Sirnpson's mother, Mrs. Ida
Sloan, on her 80th birthday.
The table was draped with
a
white linen table cloth, and
a
three tier
birthday
cake was
placed in the center of the attrac-

STOP,,;;IN

IEt

DRAFTS
Miter-NW
.*sr Nome NOW,
inst Tack On One Of Warp's
Tr,nap!reId Windew NateKeep Out Cold. Mad,
Snow!
This porch was enclosed by
the owner and hia wife in
lute two hours for alb,$1140
and is easily converted back
I. a screen porch in sturnter.
You can de Oh same with
one of W=
A
Quality
Window

Rock Springs News

l
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MAKI Low-COST STORM DOOR&
STORM WINDOWS & PORCH INCLOSURIS
with on• of WARP'S TOP QUALITY WINDOW MArsaims
Mae ideal for
Look for
Poultry, NO0 House
This Dispenser at
and Barn WitICIOW5
Your Local Dealer
Lots hi Sunshine Vitamin ir
•INU lull. CPIYITAL CLEAR
•

FLEX-0-GLASS
GLASS-0-NET
PLASTIGLASS
WYR.O.GLASS
REEN-GLASS

5

IT

Nettie Lee Copelen
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Elliott
and Mrs. Nora
Copelen spent
Monay with Mr. and Mrs. A. E
1 Green.
I Mrs. R. A. Brown, Donna Sue,
Mrs. Bernie Stallins, Mrs. Hilda
Kyle, Mrs. Nettie Lee Copelen,
' and Martha Kay spent Wednesday in Paducah.
Phil:ip Brown returned home
from the Fulton hospital Saturday.
. Mrs. May Henderson
visited
Mrs. Nora Copelen
Wednesday
'afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. John
Sanders
visited Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Cooley Wednesday night.
Hazel Fay Cooley spent
the
week-end with Martha and Marie
Copelen. Joyce Gail Hardison
spent Saturday afternoon with
them.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Potts
and son, visited Mr. and Mrs. R.
D. Maxwell Saturday afternoon.

1Trpn/V.
K.'
‘
1
.10071144‘.'I'-- lArd•LOV
;$5
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0
4W615
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TAKE THIS AD WITH YOU TO YOUR DEALER

WE HAVE THE GENUIN
• TOP QUALIT
WINDOW
MATERIAL
ROM IN 10A7-1 OUT

ux-04uess
---•
ss.O.Nn
TIGLASS

PIERCE-CEOUIN

A. HUDDLESTON CO.

LUMBER COMPANY
Phone 33
McDowell SR

Main Street

Phone 120

HAVE
WE
THE GENUINE
LONG
e7,1
LASTING (licA
'
MI
, P--.1s

7°/°

WINDOW MATERIALS

BILL
OF
HAkRIS FORK
Folks—It's all over but the Re
bel Yell as we closed the polls at
5 p. m. after voting
anything
with two legs or an arm chair.
We vote 'em. They came from
miles around just as long as it
was in the Water Valley District.
This is where Patriotism had it's
birth place and has been maintained and will be held sacred as
long as there is a U. S. A. which
will be as long as there is a Water Valley community to guard it.
There is an old saying that "as
Water Valley goes so goes the
State of Kentucky."
So when
you read the
returns from the
Garden Spot of Graves County
you will know how went
Kentucky. No need to look further.
This was really hand shaking day.
I met folks that I do not see from
one corn crop till the next, from
one coon
hunting till another,
from one square dance till the
next, from
one
election till
another.
We should have more
elections
because
as "get-togethers" they beat all Sunday
School. Picnics, revivals by some
foreign
preacher or Hog Killn'
till between
Xmas and
New
Year's. I made a list of them and
they includefrabbit, quail, squirrel, possum and sweet taters,
fried chicken, country ham and
red gravy. But no pumpkin pie or
T-bone steak broiled. I made a
list of these because I am on a
diet and wish to diver sify my
eating.
The ladies had
meals of ham,
sausage, spare ribs, chicken, rolls
and everything that would tickle
a man's palate or even his tummy. One hasn't lived till he has
eaten around this community. I
bought an
apple pie that Was
made from new apples and
the
crust
Was jtat "out Of
this
world". I had some GOOD cheese
and forgot all about my diet for
the time being.
Wish we had
another election tomorrow. I am
just rarin' to go.
—Bill of Harris Fork.

$10,800 MEDICAL
POSINOW OPEN

WOODS RECEIVES
SERVICE PLAQUE

The examination previously anDr. Ralph Ia. Woods, Murray
nounced by the Sixth
United State College president, was sigStates Civil Service regional of- nally honored by the Kentucky
fice, Cincinnati, Ohio for medi- Association of Soil Conservation
cal officer has been amended to Districts at their ninth
annual
cover an immediate vacancy in meeting at Cumberland
Falls
the Federal Civil
Defense Ad- (Kentucky) State Park when he
ministration, Cleveland,
Ohio, was presented a plaque "for dispaying $10,800 per year.
tinguished service to soil conserNo written test is required but vation."
applicants will be rated on exawarded by
The plaque was
perience including service in the Augustus Threlkeld of Corinth,
Armed Forces. The maximum age Kentucky, president of the associI'mit of 62 years will be waived ation, and was the only one given
for persons entitled to veterans an individual.
prefel ence.
The award to Dr. Woods was
Applications for these positions in recognition of his work in prowill be received until further no- moting soil conservation for the
tice by the Sixth U. S. Civil Re- past ten years, both as secretary
gional Office, U. S. Post Office of the State Conservation Comand Courthouse, Cincinnati 2, 0. .mittee in Frankfort prior to 1945
president of
Further information and appli- when he became
cation forms may be
obtained Murray State College, and for his
college
since that
from the Commission's Local Sec- work at the
retary, Mr. E. E. Mount, located time.
Woods'
Dr.
present
project of
at Post Office, from any first- or
second-class Post
Office in the developing technique of teaching
states of Ohio, Indiana, and Ken- conservation on all levels of the
tucky, or from the Information 'schools in Kentucky by integramaterial in regular
Office of the
Sixth U. S. Civil ting the
Service Region
located on the courses is one which did much to
ninth floor of the Federal Build- help win the award for him.
The Training School at Murray
ing, Cincinnati, Ohio.
State is the "pilot" school for the
future state-wide program where
are being ev,alved not
SAPPY BIRTHDAY techniques
only to teach methods of conerv(Next Week)
ing soil, water, minerals and forNovember 9, Mrs. Minnie Bell, ests, but also to create favorable
Mrs. Dollie Cowell, and Mrs. Doy- attitudes toward conservation and
le Frields; November 10, Phillip an awareness of the need for conPutman, Miriam Grymes, Lloyd servation.
Grymes and Felix Davis; November 11, Paul Jolley; November 12,
"reconBud White, Mrs. C. F. Jackson, , During the so-called
the
Carey Frields, and Mrs. Sam Ed- struction years" following
Civil War, Kentucky made much
wards; November 13, Mrs. John
progress,
noting
land-marks
such
T. Price, Lura Morelock and Mrs.
present
Joe Davis; November 14, B. J. as the adoption of the
State Constitution, the opening of
Pigue, Mrs. A, J. Kirkland, L. E.
the first telephone exchange, in
Mooneyham, and Gip
McDade; Louisville, and the running of the
November 15, Mrs. R. E. Pierce
first Kentucky Derby.
and J. A. Hornbeak.
Daniel Boone, patron pioneer of
Kentucky, is buried, along with
his wife Rebecca, in Frankfort's
historic cemetery.

Hearing Aid Batteries
Complete Line
For all makes of hearing aids!
Visit our Hearing Aid Depart
went at your first opportunity.

CITY DRUG CO.

408 Lake Street

Phone 79

Friday, Nov. 7, 1952

KENTUCKY BUSINESS
IS AWARD WINNER

and
excellent on
interpretive
qualities by the committee
of
judges for the 1952 Publications
Appraisal, American Chamber of
For the second time in three Commerce Executives."
business has
years, Kentucky
been adjudged the finest magaMrs. •Flora Whipple, Hickman
zine among
state
chamber of spent the week-end with
Mrs
commerce publications.
The a- Floyd Bowen and Mr. and Mrs
ward for
excellence.
The a- Lon Green.
ed by the American Chamber of
Commerce Executive, according
to an announcement made today
by D. F. Cocks, Louisville ,President of the Kentucky Chamber of
feni the exterior of your horn.
Commerce. The magazine is published by the State Chamber.
One Of 231 entrants in the 1952
publicatinns
appraisal, Kentucky's business
magazine was
the only state chamber publication among the four winners. It
was one of 33 which met the high
standards of the judges, and of
that 33, only four met the judges'
top standards. The magazine is
edited by Hugh Collett.
The
certificate
which was
awarded Kentucky Business testifies that it was rated "In its class
excellent on technical
qualities

MARTIN -SENOUR
MONARCH
HOUSE PAINT

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

Beware Coughs
From Common Colds1
That HANG ON
Creomulsion relieves promptly because
it goes into the bronchial system to
help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
membranes. Guaranteed to please you
or money refunded. Creomulsion has
stood the test of millions of users.

CREOMUES
ION
Coughs, Chest Colds, Acute Breeciltis

()St° 0.
t othOSC14t
oc.(PO
FOR RESERVATIONS
E.V%*
VP°

CONTACT W. L. WOLFE, MANAGER

Plii•Vell

ALITIf
PlA5 TIGLASS

WINDOW
MATERIALS

FURNITURE

The one on the left, of course—It has an dectrie blersims.
Only with an automatic electric blanket can you pre-warm your entire
bed. And
ONE blanket is ALL you need. No more climbing into cold sheets. Just snap the
switch on before going to bed and you'll find the sheets invitingly warm.

MUILE.SHATTERPROOF

Bunk LAST Looms

The luxurious warmth relaxes you—you slip off into sound sleep almoet
in seconds.
Automatic controls keep the temperature just right all night No waking
to pile
on more covers—or kink them off. You won't wake up 'til We time
to "rim and
shine."

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO
$01 Church St.

Phone

=me

Complete Stocks
ft./ft,

Plan now for sound relaxing slumber. See your dealer about an
electric blanket.

u

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
ilectricky Is Tocley's Maya B•rviii

/0
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Blaylock Blios
Held On Tuesday
jFor
"warm services were 0aduct-

R. William of Trenten. and
Mrs. of ent
I
Stanley Phillips of Owensboro; boy born pound, ten ounce baby X*
November 2,1962 at tlje
TOP PRIM PAID for country
an aunt, Mrs. Ernest Hancock at
°whore
-bOlipite
rlfrai
rY:lars; 'Clittsido
rmLell"Zi
Mune; bring us your gas.
are trefe.
Fulton; six grandchildren and a Caldwe
proud:Parrears
53
Of
ll
is
the
fanner
ad
Dathal
for
W.
crib of.sever-pound, slyt ounce
A. Blaylock, 84, a for- sene, died
Smith's Cafe.
I great grandchild.
Rudd)* Of Ftilton.
mer resident of Dukedom, Tues- tle. Tenn.,at his beim near Starbaby boy; Roger pale, born Ocearly Tbesday marnik
Its a Boy!
day morning at 11 o'clock at Good
tober
DEEP FFtEEZE home Freezers.
29. 1952 at the Jones hosafter
long
a
illness
.
He
had
bleed
I Jimmy Lowe, Jr..
FARM LOANS
Mr. and Mrs. Brown Clifton are pital
Spring Church near Dukedom. nem
Westinghouse Appliances, MoMartin all his life anA enthe proud parents of a six pound
Interment was in the
111 With Polio
torola Television at your "Apchurch gaged in farming.
Long Termsbaby boy, Phillip Lee, born Sun- It's a Boy.
cemetery under direction of W.
pliance Headquarters".
City
Funera
l
service
Jimmy
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Mac Bone
s
were
Lowe,
held
Jr., five year,old day, November 2, 1952 at the
W. Jones & Son. The deceased
Electric Company on Commer-Etta.), Payments
of Murray are the proud parents
passed away at the home of his Wednesday afternoon Eit 2 o'clock son of Mr. and Mra'. Jimmy Lowe Jones hospital.
cial Avenue.
at Shady Grove near Ralston of Stockton, Calif., has been ad&
of 2 nine pound, four ounce son,
son, Leonard
WIP a BOY!
Blaylock of LilATKINS, HOLMAN
BARGAIN: While it lasts Utility
bourn, Mo.; Monday morning af- with Rev. Baker officiating. Bur- mined to Isolation Hospital there
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Grissom, David Mark, born October 24 at
Gardner Cemetery with polio. Both legs, arms and Fulton
the Murray Hospital.
Fir Framing Lumber-2x4's,
ter a lengthy illness. He was a ial was in
are the proud parents of a
AND FIELDS
member of the Pilot Oak Baptist with W. W. Jones and Sons in his neck are affected.
and 2x8's--Kiln Dried-48.00
seven pound and
three
-fourt
hs
charge
.
Jimmy's fattier is a native of pound baby boy, Ronnie Lynn,
Church.
per hundred. KRAMER LUMSocial Security Aide
—InsuranceSurviving the deceased are his Fulton and his
BER CO., Walnut St., Phone 96
grandmother, Mrs. born Monday, November 3, 1952
Survivors include three sons; wife and
one
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James
Sadler Edith Lowe, lives here.
To
Be In Postoffice
at
the
208 Main b6.
Jones
Leonar
d
hospita
The
Blaylock of Lilbourn, of Martin; his parents, Rev.
l.
adPhone
FOR SALE: 5 Springing Holstein
and dress
Mo., Bryan Blaylock of
Don'Menefee, representative of
Wingo, Mrs. T. C. Sadler of Nashville; Hospitais: San Joaquin General rit's a Boy!
heifers; bangs treated, from
l, French Camp, Calif
Ky., and Wiley Blaylock of De- six sisters, Mrs.
Lt. and Mrs. Robin Townsend the Paducah Social
good cows; sired artificially by
troit; one daughter, Mrs. Ilene Mrs. Earl Hicks, Myrtle Rhodes, Many friends in Fulton wish for are the proud parents of a baby fee will be at the Security OfPost Office in
Mrs. Ray Bar- him a quick recove
proven bulls. Moody Yates, MART-1-SENOUR PANTS
Hickman of Lilbourn, Mo. eleven rett, Mrs. Emma
ry.
boy, David, born recently at Mar- Fulton, Kentucky, at 1:00 p. m.
Osborne, all of
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kfteler
grandc
hildre
n
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and
Wednes
three
Mich.
Lt.
great
day,
Towns
Nashville, Mrs. Buford Jones of
November 12, to ansend is staItiderfor Pol.*
Ky.
grandchildren. Also surviving Chattanooga
tioned in Germany, but will re- wer' your questions about OldBIRTHS
Vamisisi 11•••••11
and Mrs. Rube Laird
are his two brothers,
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Age
Charli
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e
Surviv
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ors Insurance.
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of
Lt. Townsend is the son of Mrs.
Dukedim
and ers, R.. B. Sadler of Martin and
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Mr.
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and
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Benefi
Arthur
ts
under
Willar
Blaylock of Fulton; and Thomas Sadler of Lansin
d
social security
Bake Sale, November 26 at K.
g, Mich. Route 1, Water Valley Outland, A. H. Sloan, 406 N. 9th Street, are now large
one sister, Mrs. Callie Yates of
are the Mt. Vernon, Illinois, a former
enough to be a
U. Office.
proud parents of a nine
sizeabl
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part
Exchange Finn. Co. , Dukedom.
of
your
reside
family's finpound
nt of this city
baby boy, David Lynn, born MonMrs. Walter Gossum
217 Church St.
ancial program should the breadFREE: Any new subscriber in
Phone 35 I
It's a BOY:
day,
Novem
Winner
ber
pass
3.
away.
1952
Fulton to the Paducah SunLook
at
Dies
into the
the
At Sedalia
Funeral Rites For
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Green, Jr., insurance
Jones hospital.
protection
Democrat will receive the first
you have
Peoria
,
Illinoi
s
are
the
Funera
Form
proud
l services were held It's a Boy!
er Fulionian
under the
two weeks free. $1.45 month.
Security Act.
parents of a seven pound baby Your soc'alSocial
Monday afternoon at 2:30 at tde
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Caldwell of girl,
Sunday paper included. Call
security
office will
A short graveside service was Water Valley Churc
Debor
ah
Gail,
born
Octobe
r
gladly
h of Christ Gary, Ind., are the proud parent
help you
Elson McGuire-1550-J.
find out your
held Saturday afternoon for John for Mrs. Walter
s 28, 1952 in Peoria.
Gossum, 74, who
stake under the law.
FOR SALE: 10-20- or 30 acres of
The following persons were pa- Haddad, who formerly lived in died Saturday at her home in SeFulton
passed away dalia. Brother J. B. Hardeman of
land with fair building, good tients in
the local hospitals Oct. , and who
27 at his home in Bounton, Obion officiated and
tile well, on state maintained Thursday.
burial was
•
Okla.
Rev.
Willia
m
G.
Frank, rec- in the Water Valley
gravel road, mail , route, two
Cemetery
tor of Trinity Episcopal Church, under directi
school buses, High School, Fulton Hospital:
on of Jackson Bros.
Mrs. 011ie
Puckett, Route 1, officiated and interment was in of Dukedom. She was a member
Grade School, milk route, good
location, 21
/
2 miles Southeast of Wingo; Mrs. Hampton Clapp, charge of Paul Hornbeak Funeral of the Church of Christ at SeDukedom near Good
dalia.
Springs Clinton; Mrs. V. L. Dunning, Home.
Survivors
include his wife,
Church, or Austin Spring road, Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. Ezra ColSurviving the
deceased are
Mrs.
Mary Haddad; one son, Al- her husband, Walter
price to sell. See—Carl Young. lier, Route 4, Fulton; Mrs. Astor
Gossum, two
McGee, Fulton; Mrs. John Kin- bert Haddad; one daughter, Betty sons, Nathan
Gossu
m of Water
CARD OF T'HANKS
ney, Route 3, Fulton; Mrs. Ray Khourie; and five grandchildren Valley and
R.
E.
Gossu
m of DeWe wish to thank everyone'for Graham, Fulton; Mrs. J. D. all of Bounton; and one brother,
troit; three daughters, Mrs. James
sympathy in any way during the White, Fulton; Mrs. A. E.
Tom
Hadda
d
of
this
city.
McT. Wilson of Murray, Mrs. James
illness and death of our dear Kenzie, Fulton; Mrs. E. M. Griffather and husband, Carlus L fin, Route 4, Dresden; Otto Dunn,
Grissom.
Fulton; Mrs. Guy Kimble, Route
—Lurline Grissom
1, Columbus; Mrs. Edward Brims—Daron Grissom
wick, Route 3, Hickman; Mrs
—Rudell Grissom Reaves.
Mettie Guynn, Route 1, Fulton;
Charlene Smith, Fulton;, Mrs. B.
FOR SALE. New Royal Lna Rem- H. Suggs,
Clinton; J. E. Pall, Sr.,
ington Portable typewriters. Fulton;
B.
Remington and Victor Adding Mrs. Ida B. Stephenson, Fulton;
Moore, Hickman; Mrs.
Machines. You can arrange con- Fanny Ward,
Route 1, Fulton;
venient budget payments. Har- Mrs. Charlie
Hogg, Fulton; Mrs.
vey Caldwell Co., 205 Commer- Prudence Hudspe
Pride of, Illinois White
th, Moscow; and
cial Avenue.
Cream Style
"Power built" for top service, for top satisfactRichard Covington, Fulton.
CORN, 303 can flo
FOR RENT: Rent a new type- Haws Memorial Hospit
ion,
for
top
value
.
100%
leath
er throughout. If
al:
writer or adding machine.
Mrs. Ray Tucker and baby, FulBush Green Or White
you are not now wearing STAR BRAND,now is
Available by week, month or ton; Mrs. Tommy
Woodruff,
f No. 2 cane
quarter. Low Rates. If you de- Dukedom; Little Raymo
the time to try a change for the better!
nd RamLIMAS
43c
cide to keep the machine after sey; Mrs. Jack Jones,
Fulton;
renting it, the amount paid can Mrs. J. C. Nanney, Route
Sun Maid
5, Fulbe applied on the purchase. ton; Jesse Cloys, Route 2,
Fulton;
15-os. box
Harvey Caldwell Co., 206 Com- Mrs. J. H. Ponds, Fulton;
Mrs.
mercial Ave.. Phone 674.
RAISINS
Elizabeth Blair, Clinton; Mrs. Ina
25c
Everetts,
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard Horace Route 1, Fulton; Mrs.
Yates,
Route 1, Water
Double composition sole
MOZWell HOMO
and automatic models, $124.95 Valley
; Mrs.
and up. Sales and service. Fulton; Mrs. Clara Kimbrow,
(Fre& Grommet)
Luther
1-piece back with cap toe.
Lawrence,
Bennett Electric. Phone 201, Route 2,
Water Valley;
COFFEE
Mary
Fulton, Ky.
lb. 89c
Bransford, Route 4, Fulton.
Sizes t-12,Irviaths E & EE
"SAVE $100. New deluxe sewing Jones Clinic:
machines. Lifetime guarantee.
Mrs. Taman Oliver, Martin;
Consoles, Portables, desks. Uses Mrs. 011ie Thomas,
Martin; Jan, 11 Singer attachments. Sales, ice Williams, Fulton
; Gussie Mae
repairs, parts. Write or phone Goodman, Fulton; Doroth
y New942 Cloar's Sewing Machines house, Fulton; Charlie
Herring,
and Service. Milan, Tenn.
Fulton
; Mrs. Nettie Ivie, Latham;
Pree
home demonsti-ation and trial. Mrs. C. B. Jones, Cayce;
Mrs.
No obligation.
Brown Clifton and baby, Fulton;
Mrs. Herman Grissom and baby,
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma- Fulton; Mrs.
Composition sole lightweight shoe in sizes 6 to
Clarence Cashon and
chine and electric floor polish baby, Dukedom
12;
EE width only
and Mrs. Willard
er and electric vacuum clean Outland and baby,
Fulton.
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Churzh Street.
Last Rites For
ROOFING — Asphalt Shingles George John
son
and roll roofing — Galvanized
Funeral
services were held
metal roofing — wood shingle
s. Tuesday aftern
oon at 2 o'clock at
KRAMER LUMBER CO. 501
the Cayce Methodist Church for
Walnut Street
George S. Johnson, 53, who died
Let us weatherstrip your
One-piece back; built-in
win- in Hopkinsville Sunday. Rev.
dows and doors. Fulton Roofing Frank Daniel officiated and bur& Insulation Company. Phone ial, under direction of Whitnel
arch; cushion insole:
Dexter Sliced
557 for free estimate.
Funeral Home, was in the Cayce
Cemetery. He was a member of
Sizes 6-12; widths C thru
Keep your eyes on
the Cayce Methodist Church.
Survivors of the deceased inAny Size Cut
EE.
clude one sister, Mrs. A. G. Camp0. K.
bell of Cayce; three brothers,
Herbert, Ben and Earl Johnson,
Used Car Lot for
Armour Star
all of Los Angeles, Calif.; two
aunts, Mrs. Walter Crostic of
bargains.
Hickman and Mrs. Jennie Morris
of Clinton; several
nieces and
CITY MOTOR CO.
nephews.
Fresh, Lean
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*Star Brand*
WORK SHOE VALUES
HEAVY DUTY BROWN BLUCHER

S8.98

QUALITY PLUS LIGHT WEIGHT
ONLY $5.98

CORK SOLE (VUL-CORK)

FlavorCRACKERS LI 39c
bithY5TOMATO JUICE',V 34c
LARD stand
$5.48
SLAB BACON

$8.98

BACON - -

POUND 44'

FRANKS

LIGHT WEIGHT

BREAKFAST

.. to go with yourovershoes: plain toe, leather sole; cushion insoles; sizes 6 - 12;
widths E to EE.

GROUND BEEF
'
•,

70
.0/

,409

4.•••••'
0

$7.98
we "99641

Dine here for
a hearty, healthy
breakfast that
will help you
start your day full
of pep and
energy.

Golden Waffles
Country Ham
Eggs as You Like 'Em
Hot Cakes
Sausage, Bacon
Steaks - - - Chops

—OPEN 24

STAR BRAND WORK SLIPPER
For the farmer or service stati
on attendant.
Horsehide uppers, cork sole;
sizes 7-12 widths
C and E.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY JOE HORNER

Highway 51 Just North of By-Pass

Roberts Store

422 Lake Street

Fulton
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Krey's Grade "A"

LB 42' SLICED BAC
ON

PET MILK
2TALL FOR 31'
SMALL
8'

Smoked

JOWLS

pier
MI

LB 24'

Sun Beam

OLEO

2LBS42'

We Clean all types of Seed. We Pay Top Mark
et Prices for White and
Yellow Corn.

$6.98

HOURS A DAY—

ZIPPY CAFE

LB 49'

•

A...C. BUTTS and SONS

GROCERIES — FEEDS —
SEEDS
PHONE 602 - 803

WE DELIVER
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